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Order No. EA-12-050
RS-13-112
February 28, 2013

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
ATTN: Document Control Desk
Washington, DC 20555-0001
LaSalle County Station, Units 1 and 2
Facility Operating License Nos. NPF-11 and NPF-18
NRC Docket Nos. 50-373 and 50-374

Subject:

Overall Integrated Plan in Response to March 12, 2012 Commission Order Modifying
Licenses with Regard to Requirements for Reliable Hardened Containment Vents
(Order Number EA-12-050)

References:
1. NRC Order Number EA-12-050, "Issuance of Order to Modify Licenses with Regard to
Reliable Hardened Containment Vents," dated March 12, 2012
2. NRC Interim Staff Guidance JLD-ISG-2012-02, "Compliance with Order EA-12-050,
Reliable Hardened Containment Vents", Revision 0, dated August 29,2012
3. Exelon Generation Company, LLC's Initial Status Report in Response to March 12,2012
Commission Order Modifying Licenses with Regard to Reliable Hardened Containment
Vents (Order Number EA-12-050), dated October 25,2012
On March 12, 2012, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission ("NRC" or "Commission") issued an
order (Reference 1) to Exelon Generation Company, LLC (EGC). Reference 1 was immediately
effective and directs EGC to require BWRs with Mark I and Mark II containments to take certain
actions to ensure the operability of reliable hardened containment vent (RHCV) systems to
remove decay heat and maintain control of containment pressure following events that result in
loss of active containment heat removal capability or prolonged Station Blackout (S80). Specific
requirements are outlined in Attachment 2 of Reference 1.
Reference 1 requires submission of an Overall Integrated Plan by February 28, 2013. The
interim staff guidance (Reference 2) was issued August 29, 2012 which provides direction
regarding the content of this Overall Integrated Plan . The purpose of this letter is to provide the
Overall Integrated Plan pursuant to Section IV, Condition C.1 , of Reference 1. This letter
confirms EGC has received Reference 2 and has an Overall Integrated Plan complying with the
guidance for the purpose of ensuring the functionality of reliable hardened containment vent
(RHCV) systems to remove decay heat and maintain control of containment pressure following
events that result in loss of active containment heat removal capability or prolonged Station
Blackout (SBO) as described in Attachment 2 of Reference 1. Reference 3 provided the EGC
initial status report regarding reliable hardened containment vents, as required by Reference 1.
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System Description
Description
Section 1: System
Criteria:
ISG Criteria:

Licensees shall
shall provide
provide aa complete
complete description
description of
ofthe
the system,
system, including
including important
importantoperational
operational
characteristics. The
The level
level of
of detail
detail generally
generally considered
considered adequate
adequate is
is consistent
consistentwith
with the
the level
levelof
ofdetail
detail
contained in the
the licensee's
licensee's Final
Final Safety
Safety Analysis
Analysis Report.
Report.
contained

Response:

Overview:
System Overview:
be designed
designed to
-of-decayThe Hardened
Hardened Containment
Containment Vent
Vent System
System (HCVS) will
will be
to mitigate
mitigate loss
loss-of-decayThe
heat
heat removal
removal by
by providing
providing sufficient
sufficient containment
containment venting
venting capability
capability to
to limit
limit containment
containment
pressurization.
The vent
vent will
willbe
be designed
designed with
sufficientcapacity
capacityto
toaccommodate
accommodate decay
decay heat
pressurization. The
with sufficient
heat
input
equivalent to
to 1%
of 4067
4067 MWt
which accounts
accounts for
input equivalent
1% of
MWt which
for aa 14.7%
14.7% potential
potential power
power uprate
uprate above
above
the current
current licensed
thermal power
power (CLTP) of
of 3546
3546 MWt.
MWt. Thus,
Thus, the
the hardened
hardened vent
ventcapacity
capacitywill
will
the
licensed thermal
be
is
be adequate
adequate to
to relieve
relieve decay
decayheat
heatfor
foraaprolonged
prolongedstation
stationblackout
blackout (SBO)
(SBO) event.
event. The HCVS
HCVS is
intended
for use
use as
as one
intended for
one element
elementof
ofcore
coredamage
damageprevention
prevention strategies.
strategies.Venting
Venting the
the containment
containment
to
to remove
remove decay
decayheat
heatand
andlimit
limit containment
containment pressurization
pressurization supports
supports core
core cooling
coolingstrategies
strategies
during aa prolonged
event.
during
prolonged SBO
SBO event.

fromthe
the containment
containmentto
toan
an elevated
elevated release
release point
The HCVS
HCVS flow
flow path
path from
point above
above the
the Reactor
Reactor
The
Building
roof is
is shown
shown in
in Section
Section 88
Building roof
in the
the simplified
simplified piping
piping and
and instrumentation
instrumentation diagram
diagram (P&ID)
(P&ID) in
's HCVS. The
of this
this report.
report. The HCVS
HCVS at each
each unit
unit is
is fully
fully independent
independentof
of the
theother
otherunit
unit's
The piping
piping
of
there are
are no
no inter-system
inter-system connections;
connections; and
flow path
dedicated to the
the HCVS
HCVS function;
function; there
and no
no
flow
path is
is dedicated
flow out
out of
of the
ductwork
all the HCVS
HCVS flow
the
ductworkwill
willbe
beused
used in
inthe
theflow
flowpath.
path. This
This ensures
ensures that all
containment is
containment
is discharged
discharged to
to the
the outside
outsideatmosphere
atmosphereabove
abovethe
theunit's
unit'sReactor
ReactorBuilding.
Building.
Equipment and
and components:
components:
The following
following equipment and
and components
components will
will be
be provided:
provided:
i.
HCVS Mechanical
Mechanical Components
Components-piping and
and
Containment isolation
valves and
a) Containment
a)
isolation piping,
piping, valves
and controls
controls -- The HCVS
HCVS vent piping
(CIV) will
will be
be
supports up
the second
second containment
supports
up to
to and
and including
including the
containment isolation
isolation valve
valve (CIV)
designed in
design basis.
in accordance
accordancewith
with the
the existing
existing containment
containment penetration
penetration design
basis.
designed
The design
design of
be consistent
consistent with
the plant's
plant's CIV
CIVdesign
designbasis.
basis. The
The
of the
the CIVs
CIVs will
will be
with the
The
(AOV). As with
in-series CIVs
closed, fail
closed air
-operated valves
valves (AOV).
in-series
CIVs are
are normally
normally closed,
fail closed
air-operated
existing
to the
the containment
containment atmosphere,
atmosphere, both CIVs
CIVs will
will be
existing penetrations
penetrations open
open to
located outside
located
outside the
the containment.
containment.
b) Other system
system valves
valves and
andpiping
piping --The
TheHCVS
HCVS piping
piping and
and supports
supportsdownstream
downstreamofof
the second
secondCIV,
CIV, including
including valve actuator pneumatic
pneumatic supply
supply components,
components,will
will be
be
designed and
and analyzed
analyzedto
toconform
conform to
to requirements
requirementsconsistent
consistentwith
with the
theapplicable
applicable
design codes
codes for
for the
the plant
plantand
andtotoensure
ensurefunctionality
functionalityfollowing
following a design
design basis
basis
earthquake.

flow path
path downstream
downstream of
c) The HCVS flow
of the
theCIVs
CIVswill
will not
not interface
interface with
with any
any other
other
fluidsystem.
system. Therefore,
system valves.
fluid
Therefore, there
there are
are no
no interfacing
interfacing system
valves.
flow path
path downstream
downstream of
have aa normally
d) The HCVS flow
of the
the CIVs
CIVs will
will have
normally closed,
closed,failfailwill control
control
Control Valve
Valve (PCV).
(PCV). The PCV
closed,
air-operated Pressure
Pressure Control
PCV will
closed, air-operated
upstream pressure
pressure and
upstream
and have
have an
an adjustable
adjustable pressure
pressure setpoint
setpoint to
to allow
allow pressure
pressure
control over
over aa large
large range
range of
of pressures,
pressures, which
control
which includes
includes pressures
pressures well
well below
below
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containment
design pressure
containment design
pressure up
up to
to pressures
pressures near
near containment
containment design
design pressure.
pressure.
The PCV
include aa back-up, remote -hydraulic
PCV will
will include
-hydraulicmeans
meansfor
forPCV
PCV operation.
operation.
ii.

Instrumentation to monitor the status
statusof
of the
theHCVS
HCVS and
andcontrol
controlthe
theflow
flow pathpathwillbe
beavailable
available on
on the
the HCVS
HCVS panel.
panel. See System
System
a) Instrumentation indications will
control ii
below for
for discussion
discussion of the HCVS
ii below
HCVS panel.
panel.
valve position
position indication,
indication, flow
flowpath
pathtemperature,
temperature, pressure,
HCVS valve
pressure,and
andeffluent
effluent
b) HCVS
radiation instrumentation will
monitorthe
the status
status of the HCVS
will monitor
HCVS and
and aid
aid operator
operator
verification of venting conditions. AAfailure
failure of
of valve
valveposition
positionindication
indication
instrumentation would
would not
not prevent
prevent opening
opening and
and closing
closingthe
thevalve.
valve.
physically mounted
mounted on
on the
the outside
outside of
of the
the
c) The effluent radiation monitor will be physically
HCVS pipe wall.

include the HCVS support system
instrumentation will
will include
system pneumatic
pneumatic
d) The available instrumentation
pressure
pressure and
andDC
DC battery
batteryvoltage.
voltage.
iii.

Support systems assuming
assuming aa prolonged
prolonged SBO
SBO -for the
the HCVS
is provided
provided from
from aa dedicated
dedicated permanently
DC power for
HCVS is
permanentlyinstalled
installedDC
DC
a) DC
power supply adequate
adequate for
for the
the first
first 24 hours of
of operation. This
ThisDC
DC power
power source
source
will
be in
in an
an accessible
accessible location
the power to be sustained
will be
location allowing
allowing the
sustainedafter
after24
24
hours. The
Thedetails
detailswill
will be developed during
during the detailed design phase.
phase.
Motive air/gas
air/gas supply for HCVS
be provided from
from a dedicated
b) Motive
HCVS operation will
will be
dedicated
installed source adequate
24hours
hoursofofoperation.
operation.
permanently installed
adequatefor
for at
atleast
leastthe
thefirst
first24
willbe
be designed
designed for
multiple open/close
open/close cycles under
It will
for multiple
under prolonged
prolonged SBO
SBO
during the first
first 24
24 hours.
hours. This
This motive
motive air/gas
air/gassource
sourcewill
will be
be in
in an
an
conditions during
accessible location
the motive
motive air/gas
air/gas to
to be sustained
accessible
location allowing
allowing the
sustained after
after 24
24 hours.
hours.
be developed during the detailed design
The details will
will be
design phase
phaseincluding
including
confirmation of
of the
the number of open/close
open/close cycles.
confirmation
cycles.
be provided
provided as required to
c) Portable equipment
equipment will
will be
to sustain
sustain DC
DC power
power and
andmotive
motive
air/gas after 24 hours. The
Theconnections
connectionsfor
forthe
theportable
portableequipment
equipmentwill
will provide
provide
pre-engineered connections
pre-engineered
connectionsto
tominimize
minimize manpower
manpowerefforts.
efforts. The
Thedetails
detailswill
will be
be
the detailed design phase.
developed during
during the
phase.

System control:
either be part
i.i.
Control and indications
indications will
will be from
from the
the "HCVS
"HCVS panel". ItIt will
will either
part of
of an
an
existing panel
panel or a new, separate
in the
the detailed
detailed
existing
separatepanel.
panel.This
Thiswill
will be determined
determined early
early in
design phase.
phase.The
TheHCVS
HCVSpanel
panelwill
will be
belocated
locatedininthe
theMain
MainControl
ControlRoom
Room(MCR)
(MCR) or
or
accessible from
a location readily accessible
from the
theMCR
MCR (the
(the location
location of
of the
thepanel
panelwill
will also
also be
be
determined during
during the detailed design phase).
phase).
ii.
ii.

CIVs and
and PCV will
willbe
be remote-manually
remote-manuallyoperated
operated in
accordance with
The CIVs
in accordance
with approved
approved
procedures to
station procedures
to control
control containment pressure
pressurefollowing
following a prolonged SBO. The
The
revised station procedures
address when
revised
procedures will
will address
when venting
venting is
is to be
be initiated
initiated and any
any
imposed limitations on the pressure
pressure band.
band.
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iii.
iii.

Opening each
each of
of the
the CIVs
CIVs requires
requires energizing
energizing aaDC
DC powered
powered solenoid
solenoid operating
operating
valve (SOV) from
from a switch on the
the HCVS
HCVS control
control panel.
panel. To
To improve
improve the
theremoteremotemanual opening
either be
be located in an accessible
opening capability,
capability, the
the DC
DC SOV
SOV will
will either
accessiblearea
area
or provided with a manual
beprovided
provided
manual over-ride
over-ride to
to open
openor
orredundant
redundantSOVs
SOVswill
willbe
such
such that
that energizing
energizingeither
eitherSOV
SOVwill
will open
open the
therespective
respectiveAOV.
AOV.

iv.
iv.

Since the HCVS
willbe
beclosed
closed when
when the
the design
design basis requires
HCVS CIVs
CIVs will
requires containment
containment
integrity
and designed
designed to
integrity and
to prevent
prevent inadvertent
inadvertentopening,
opening,the
theCIVs
CIVswill
will not
not have
have an
an
automatic
automatic closure
closure signal
signalfor
forcontainment
containmentisolation.
isolation.Inadvertent
Inadvertentoperation
operationwill
willbe
be
addressed
addressedby
bykey-locked
key-lockedswitches.
switches.Periodic
PeriodicCIV
CIVtesting
testingwill
willbe
beperformed
performedinin
accordance
accordancewith
with the
the Surveillance
SurveillanceFrequency
FrequencyControl
ControlProgram.
Program.

-12-050
Section 2: AAdescription
description of
of how
how the
the design
desiqn objectives
objectives contained
contained in
in Order
Order EA
EA-12-050
Attachment 2, Requirements 1.1.1,
1.1.1, 1.1.2,
1.1.2, and
and 1.1.3,
1.1.3, are
are met.
met.
1.1 Requirement:
EA-12-050 1.
1.1.1
Order EA-12-050

The HCVS shall be designed
designed to
to minimize the reliance
reliance on
on operator
operator actions.
actions.

ISG 1.1.1 Criteria:
During events that significantly
significantly challenge plant
plant operations, individual
individual operators
operators are
are more
more prone
prone to
to human
human
error.
staff may
may be
be required
required to
to implement
implement strategies
strategies and/or
and/ortake
take many
many
error. In addition, the plant operations staff
concurrent actions that further places aa burden on its
its personnel. During the prolonged
prolonged SBO
sao condition at
at the
the
Fukushima Dai-ichi units, operators faced many
many significant
significant challenges
challenges while
while attempting
attempting to
to restore
restore numerous
numerous
plant
plant systems
systems that
that were
were necessary
necessary to
to cool
cool the
the reactor
reactor core,
core, including
including the
the containment
containmentventing
venting systems.
systems. The
The
difficulties faced by the operators related to the location of
of the
the HCVS
HCVS valves,
valves, ambient
ambient temperatures
temperatures and
and
conditions, loss
loss of
radiological conditions,
of all
a/l alternating current electrical
electrical power, loss
loss of
of motive force
force to
to open
open the
the vent
vent
valves, and exhausting do
power. The NRC staff
staff recognizes that
valves,
dc battery power.
that operator
operator actions will
will be needed
needed to
to
system that
that will
will
operate the HCVS valves; however, the licensees shall
shall consider
consider design
design features
features for
for the
the system
operator actions to the extent
extent possible during
during aa variety
variety of
of plant
plant
minimize the need and reliance on operator
as further
further discussed
discussed in
in this
this ISG.
ISG.
conditions, as
The HCVS shall be designed to be operated from a
The
a control panel
panel located
located in
in the
the main
main control
control room
room or
or aa
remote but readily accessible location. The
The HCVS
HCVS shall
shall be
be designed
designed to
to be
be fully
fully functional
functional and
andself
selfsufficient
sufficient
with permanently
permanently installed equipment in the plant, without the need
need for
for portable equipment
equipment or
or connecting
connecting
with
thereto, until such time that additional on-site or off-site personnel
personnel and
and portable equipment
equipment become
become
thereto,
The HCVS shall be capable of operating in this mode (i.e.,
available. The
(i.e., relying on permanently
permanently installed
installed
24 hours during the prolonged SBO,
equipment) for at least 24
sao, unless aa shorter
shorter period
period is justified
justified by
by the
the
licensee. The HCVS operation in this mode depends on
variety of
of conditions,
conditions, such
such as the cause for the
licensee.
on aa variety
SBO (e.g.,
(e.g., seismic event,
event, flood,
sao
flood, tornado, high winds), severity of
of the event, and
and time
time required
required for
for additional
additional
help to reach the plant, move portable equipment
equipment into
into place, and
and make
make connections
connections to
to the
the HCVS.
HCVS.
24 hours,
hours, the NRC staff
staff will consider the number
When evaluating licensee justification for
When
for periods
periods less than 24
of actions and the cumulative demand on personnel
personnel resources that
that are
are needed
needed to
to maintain
maintain HCVS
HCVS
(e.g., installation of portable equipment
functionality (e.g.,
equipment during the first 24
24 hours to
to restore power
power to
to the
the HCVS
HCVS
as a
a result of
of design limitations. For
For example, the use
use of
of supplemental
supplemental
controls and/or instrumentation) as
portable power sources may
may be acceptable
acceptable ifif the
the supplemental
supplemental power
power was
was readily
readily available,
available, could
couldbe
be quickly
quickly
and easily moved into place, and installed through the
the use of
of pre-engineered
pre-engineered quick
quick disconnects,
disconnects, and
and the
the
necessary human actions were identified along with
with the
the time
time needed
needed to
to complete
complete those
those actions.
actions.
Conversely, supplemental
supplemental power
power sources
sources located
located in
in an
an unattended
unattended warehouse that require
require aa qualified
Conversely,
to temporarily wire
electrician to
wire into the panel would not be considered
considered acceptable by
by the
the staff
staff because its
its
complex, time-consuming actions in order to achieve a
installation requires aa series
a successful
successful outcome.
series of complex,
air
There are
are similar
similar examples
examples that could apply to
to mechanical systems,
systems, such as pneumatic/compressed air
There
systems.
systems.

Response (ref. ISG Item 1.1.1):
1.1.1):
minimizethe
thereliance
relianceon
on operator
operator actions in response
response to
of the HCVS
HCVS will
will minimize
to hazards
hazards
The design of
identified in
in JLD-ISG-2012-01,
JLD-ISG-2012-01, Compliance
identified
Compliance with
with Order
OrderEA-12-049,
EA-12-049,Order
OrderModifying
Modifying Licenses
Licenses
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Regard to Requirements
for Mitigation
Strategies
for Seyond-Design-SasisExternal
External
with Regard with
to Requirements
for Mitigation
Strategies
for Beyond-Design-Basis
Events,
Events, and
andNEI
NEI 12-06,
12-06,Diverse
Diverseand
andFlexible
FlexibleCoping
CopingStrategies
Strategies(FLEX)
(FLEX)Implementation
ImplementationGuide.
Guide.
Immediate operator
operator actions
actions can
can be
becompleted
completedby
byReactor
ReactorOperators
Operatorsand
andinclude
includeremote-manual
remote-manual
panel.
initiation from
from the HCVS control panel.

The
The steps
stepslisted
listedbelow
beloware
arerequired
requiredtotoinitiate
initiatethe
theHCVS
HCVSflow
flow path.
path. These
Thesesteps
stepswill
willbe
be
phase.
confirmed during the detailed design phase.
•
•
•

DC power
power to
to the
the HCVS
HCVScomponents
components
Energizing the DC
Operating aa key-locked switch
switch for
for each
each of
of the
the two
two wetwell
wetwell CIVs
CIVs
Opening the PCV
PCV and
and setting
setting the pressure
pressure setpoint
setpoint

Remote-manual isis defined
defined in
in this report as
as aanon-automatic
non-automaticpower
power operation
operation of
of aacomponent
component
that does
doesnot
notrequire
requirethe
theoperator
operatortotobe
beatatororininclose
closeproximity
proximity to
to the
the component.
component.No
Noother
other
operator actions
actionsare
arerequired
requiredtotoinitiate
initiateventing
venting under
underprimary
primaryprocedural
proceduralprotocol.
protocol.
operator
The HCVS
be designed
HCVS will
will be
designed to
to allow
allow initiation
initiation and
and isolation,
isolation, control,
control, and
andmonitoring
monitoringatatthe
theHCVS
HCVS
Thelocation
locationof
of the
the HCVS
HCVS panel
panel will
will minimize
adverse
panel. The
minimizeplant
plantoperators'
operators' exposure
exposure to adverse
temperature and
andradiological
radiological conditions
conditions and
and will
will be
protected from
from the assumed
assumed
temperature
be reasonably protected
hazards.
Permanently
Permanently installed
installed DC
DC power
power and
andmotive
motiveair/gas
air/gascapability
capabilitywill
will be
be available
availableto
tosupport
support
operation and
andmonitoring
monitoring of
of the
theHCVS
HCVSfor
for the
thefirst
first 24
24hours.
hours.
operation
After 24
personnel will
will be
connect supplemental
supplementalmotive
motiveair/gas
air/gastotothe
the
After
24 hours,
hours, available personnel
be able to connect
HCVS
Connectionsfor
forsupplementing
supplementingelectrical
electricalpower
powerand
andmotive
motiveair/gas
air/gas
HCVS support
support systems.
systems. Connections
HCVS will
willbe
belocated
locatedininaccessible
accessible areas
areas with
required for HCVS
with reasonable
reasonableprotection
protectionfrom
from assumed
assumed
hazards
to minimize
minimize personnel
personnel exposure
exposuretotoadverse
adverseconditions
conditionsfollowing
following aaprolonged
prolongedSBO
SSOand
and
hazards to
use pre-engineered
venting. Connections will
will use
pre-engineered quick
quick disconnects
disconnectstotominimize
minimize manpower
manpower
resources.
Order EA-12-050 1.
1.1.2
Requirement:
1.2 Requirement:

The
to minimize plant
plant operators'
operators' exposure
exposure to
to occupational
occupational hazards,
hazards, such
suchas
as
The HCVS shall be designed to
extreme heat
heat stress,
stress, while
while operating the HCVS system.

ISG 1.1.2 Criteria:
in the
the plant
plant where HVCS
areas in
During aa prolonged sao,
(torus), and nearby areas
SBO, the drywell,
drywell, wetwell (torus),
components are expected to be located will likely experience an excursion in temperatures due to
to
loss of
of normal and emergency building ventilation systems.
systems.
inadequate containment cooling combined with loss
In addition,
addition, installed
installed normal and
and emergency lighting in
in the plant may not be available.
available. Licensees should take
In
into consideration plant
plant conditions expected to be experienced during applicable beyond design basis
when locating
locating valves,
valves, instrument
instrument air
air supplies,
supplies, and
and other
other components
components that will be required to
extemal
external events when
system. Components required for manual operation should be placed
safely operate the HCVS system.
placed in areas that
that
operators, and not require additional actions,
actions, such as
as the installation of
are readily accessible to plant operators,
of
ladders or temporary scaffolding, to
to operate
operate the
the system.
system.

When developing
developing aa design
design strategy,
strategy, the
the NRC
NRC staff
staff expects
expects licensees
licensees to
to analyze
analyze potential
potential plant conditions
When
and
sao
and use
use its
its acquired
acquired knowledge
knowledge of these areas,
areas, in terms of how temperatures would react to extended SBO
external events.
events. This
This
basis external
conditions
conditions and
and the
the lighting
lighting that would be
be available during beyond design basis
knowledge also
also provides
provides an input to system operating procedures,
procedures, training,
training, the choice of protective clothing,
knowledge
required
and portable lighting.
lighting.
required tools and equipment, and

Response
Response (ref.
(ref. ISG Item 1.1.2):
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Units 11 and
and 22
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HCVS
HCVS Overall
Overall Integrated
IntegratedPlan
Plan
The HCVS
HCVS design
design allows
allows initiating
initiating and then
then operating
operatingand
andmonitoring
monitoringthe
theHCVS
HCVSfrom
fromthe
theHCVS
HCVS
The
panel. The
The location
location of
panel.
minimize plant
plant operators'
operators' exposure
of the
the HCVS
HCVS panel
panel will
will minimize
exposure to
to adverse
adverse
temperatureand
andradiological
radiological conditions
conditions and
and the
thepanel
panellocation
locationisisreasonably
reasonablyprotected
protectedfrom
from
temperature
hazardsassumed
assumedininJLD-ISG-2012-01,
hazards
Modifying
JLD-ISG-2012-01,Compliance
Compliancewith
withOrder
OrderEA-12-049,
EA-12-049,Order
Order
Modifying
Licenses
Licenses with
with Regard
Regard to
toRequirements
Requirementsfor
forMitigation
Mitigation Strategies
Strategiesfor
forBeyond-Design-Basis
Beyond-Design-Basis
External Events,
12-06 Diverse
Events, and
andNEI
NE112-06
Diverseand
andFlexible
FlexibleCoping
CopingStrategies
Strategies(FLEX)
(FLEX)Implementation
Implementation
Guide.
Guide.
minimize operator
to temperature
temperatureexcursions
excursionsdue
duetotothe
theimpact
impactofofthe
the
In order to minimize
operator exposure to
prolonged SBO
SBO (i.e.,
(i.e., loss
loss of
of normal
normal and
and emergency
emergencybuilding
building ventilation
ventilation systems
systemsand/or
and/or
containment temperature
temperature changes)
changes)HCVS
HCVSvalve
valve operation
operationwill
will not require access
accessto
tothe
the
suppression pool
pool (wetwell)
(wetwell) area
which may pose
pose severe
severetemperature
temperatureand
and
suppression
area or other plant areas
areas which
radiological hazards
to personnel.
personnel.
radiological
hazards to
Similarly, DC
systems
Similarly,
DCpower
powerand
andmotive
motiveair/gas
air/gassources
sources and
and the
the connections
connections to
to these
these support systems
required for sustained operation
be located in
accessible areas
operation will
will be
in accessible
areasreasonably
reasonablyprotected
protectedfrom
from
severe
severe natural
natural phenomena
phenomenaand
andwhich
which minimize
minimize exposure
exposure to
to occupational
occupational hazards.
hazards.Tools
Tools
operation, such
such as
asportable
portableheadlamps
headlampsand
andconnection
connectionspecific
specifictooling
tooling
required for sustained operation,
will be
in the NEI
NEI 12-06 storage
storage locations.
locations.
will
be pre-staged
pre-staged in

Neither temporary
temporary ladders nor scaffold
willbe
berequired
requiredtotoaccess
access these
scaffold will
these connections
connectionsor
orstorage
storage
locations.
Order EA-12-050
EA-12-050 1.
1.1.3
Requirement:
1.3 Requirement:

The
that would
would impede
impede personnel
personnel
The HCVS shall also be designed to minimize radiological consequences that
actions needed
for event
event response.
response.
needed for

ISG 1.1.3 Criteria:

The design
design of the
the HCVS
HCVS should take into consideration the radiological consequences resulting from
The
from the
the
event that could negatively impact event response. During the Fukushima event,
event, personnel
personnel actions
actions to
to
of the
the valves
valves in
in the
the torus
torus rooms.
rooms. The
The
manually operate the vent valves were impeded due to
to the location of
by operator
operator actions at
at aa control
control panel, located
located in
in the
the main
main
HCVS shall be designed to be placed in operation by
room or in aa remote
remote location.
location. The system shall be deigned to function in this mode with
with permanently
permanently
control room
installed equipment providing electrical power (e.g.,
(e.g., dc power batteries) and valve
valve motive force
force (e.g.,
(e.g., N2/air
N2Iair
The system
system shall
shall be
be designed to function in this mode for a
a minimum duration of
of 24
24 hours with
with
cylinders). The
actions required or credited,
credited, other than the system initiating actions at
no operator actions
at the control
control panel.
than 24
24 hours will be considered ifif justified by adequate supporting
Durations of less than
supporting information
information from
from the
the
licensee. To
licensee.
To ensure continued operation of
of the HCVS beyond
beyond 24
24 hours, licensees
licensees may
may credit
credit manual
manual
portable equipment to supplement electrical power and valve motive power
actions, such as moving portable
power
sources.

In response
response to
to Generic Letter (GL)
(GL) 89-16,
89-16, aa number of facilities
facilities with Mark I containments installed vent
In
the drywell,
drywell, or both.
both. Licensees can continue to use these venting locations or
valves
valves in the torus room, near the
locations, provided the requirements of this guidance document are satisfied. The
select new locations,
The HCVS
HCVS
improves the
the chances
chances of core
core cooling
cooling by removing heat from containment and lowering containment
improves
containment
pressure, when
when core cooling is provided by other systems. If
If core cooling were to
to fail and
and result
result in the
the onset
onset
pressure,
severe
core damage,
damage, closure
closure of the
the vent valves
valves may become necessary if the system was not
core
not designed
designed for
for severe
accident service.
service. In
In addition,
addition, leakage
leakage from
from the HCVS within the plant and the location of
accident
of the external
external release
release
from the
the HCVS
HCVS could
could impact
impact the
the event
event response
response from
from on-site operators and off-site help arriving at the plant.
from
An adequate strategy to minimize radiological consequences that could
An
could impede
impede personnel
personnel actions
actions should
should
include
include the following:
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Plan
1. Licensees shall provide permanent
access to
1.
permanent radiation shielding
shielding where
where necessary
necessary to
to facilitate
facilitate personnel
personnel access
as providing
of the valves locally. Licensee may
may use
use alternatives
alternatives such
such as
valves and allow manual operation of
features to facilitate manual operation of
of valves
valves from
from remote
remote locations,
locations, as
as discussed
discussed further
further in
in this
this guidance
guidance
under Requirement 1.2.2,
1.2.2, or relocate the vent
vent valves
valves to
to areas that
that are
are significantly
significantly less
less challenging
challenging to
to
operator access/actions.
2. In accordance with Requirement 1.2.8,
2.
1.2.8, the
the HCVS shall
shall be
be designed
designed for
for pressures
pressures that
that are
are consistent
consistent with
with
the higher of the primary containment design pressure and
and the
the primary
primary containment
containment pressure
pressure limit
limit (PCPL),
(PCPL),
as including dynamic loading resulting
as well as
resulting from system actuation. In
In addition,
addition, the
the system
system shall
shall be
be leakleaktight. As such,
such, ventilation duct work (i.e., sheet
sheet metal) shall
shall not
not be utilized
utilized in the
the design
design of
of the
the HCVS.
HCVS.
tight.
or pneumatic
pneumatic testing,
testing, to
to establish
establish the
the
Licensees should perform appropriate testing,
testing, such as
as hydrostatic
hydrostatic or
leak-tightness of
of the
the HCVS.
HCVS.
3. The HCVS release to
3.
to outside
outside atmosphere
atmosphere shall
shallbe
beat
atan
anelevation
elevationhigher
higherthan
thanadjacent
adjacentplant
plantstructures.
structures.
Release through
is considered acceptable,
acceptable, provided the guidance under Requirement
Release
through existing
existing plant stacks is
Requirement
1.2.6 is satisfied. If the release
release from HCVS is through
through a vent stack different than the plant stack, the
the
1.2.6
higher than
than the
the nearest
nearestbuilding
building or
orstructure.
structure.
elevation of the stack should be higher

Response (ref. ISG
ISG Item
Item 1.1.3):
1.1.3):
1. The HCVS will
remote-manual operation
operationfrom
from the
theHCVS
HCVSpanel.
panel.
willbe
be designed
designed for reliable remote-manual
HCVS valve
valve operation
operation will
willnot
notrequire
requireaccess
access to the suppression
HCVS
suppressionpool
pool(wetwell)
(wetwell) area
areaor
or
other plant
which may pose
pose severe
severetemperature
temperatureand
andradiological
radiologicalhazards
hazardstoto
plant areas
areas which
personnel. The
The HCVS
HCVS consists
consistsof
of aadedicated
dedicatedflow
flowpath
pathfor
foreach
eachLaSalle
laSalieunit
unitwith
with no
no
interconnection between
between the
thetwo
twoLaSalle
laSalieunits
unitsand
andwith
withno
nointerconnections
interconnectionstotoother
otherfluid
fluid
systems. This
Thisdesign
designprevents
preventscross-flow
cross-flowinto
into unintended
unintended areas,
areas,provides
providescontainment
containment
isolation, and
and provides reliable
and rugged performance
isolation,
reliable and
performance as
asdiscussed
discussedbelow
belowfor
forOrder
Order
requirements 1.2.6.
1.2.6.

Althoughthe
the ISG
ISGdoes
does not
not assume
assume core
Although
core damage,
damage,the
thedesign
designofofthe
theHCVS
HCVS is
is predicated
predicated
of core
core damage.
damage. All
flowpath
pathvalves
valves that
that must
must be
be operated are
on the possibility
possibility of
All HCVS
HCVS flow
are
power operated valves
valves that
that can
can be
beremote-manually
remote-manuallyoperated
operatedwithout
withoutrequiring
requiring access
access
near the
near
the valves
valves or
or the
thepiping.
piping. Localized
localizedshielding
shieldingororother
otheralternatives
alternativestotofacilitate
facilitate
manual actions
actions is
is not
not required.
required.
discussed in
2. As
As discussed
in Section
Section 1.2.8,
1.2.8, the
theHCVS
HCVS design
design pressure
pressurewill
will be
be 60
60 psig.
pSig. This
This isis the
the
of the
the containment
containment design
design pressure (45
higher of
(45 psig) and the
the PCPL
PCPl value
value (60
(60 psig). The
The
flow path
path will
willonly
onlyuse
usepiping
pipingcomponents,
components, which
flow
which excludes the
the use
useofofany
anyHVAC
HVAC ducting,
ducting,
willbe
beevaluated
evaluatedfor
fordynamic
dynamicloads.
loads. Intersystem
and the piping
piping will
Intersystem valve
valve leakage
leakage isis
precluded by using aa dedicated
dedicatedflow
flow path
path for
for each
eachLaSalle
laSalieunit
unitwith
with no
no interconnected
interconnected
systems. The
be established as
systems.
Theintegrity
integrityof
of the
the piping
piping will
will be
as required
required by
by the
the applicable
applicable
piping standards.
standards.
piping
3. As
As discussed in
in Section 1.2.6, the release
releaseto
tothe
theoutside
outsideatmosphere
atmosphereisisatatananelevation
elevation
above the
the Reactor
ReactorBuilding
Building which is higher than any
any adjacent
adjacentplant
plantstructure.
structure.

Section 3: Operational
Operational characteristics
characteristicsand
andaadescription
descriptionof
ofhow
howeach
eachofofthe
theOrder's
Order's
technical requirements is
is being
being met.
met.
Order EA-12-050 1.2.1
1.2.1 Requirement:
Requirement:

The HCVS shall have the capacity to vent the steam/energy equivalent
The
equivalent of
of 11 percent
percent of
of licensed/rated
licensed/rated
analyses), and be able to maintain containment pressure
thermal power (unless a lower value is justified by
by analyses),
below the primary containment design pressure.
pressure.
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LaSalle County
County Station,
Station, Units
LaSalle
Units 1
1 and
and 22
HCVS Overall Integrated
Integrated Plan
HCVS
Plan
ISG 1.2.
1.2.11 Criteria:

as aa prolonged SBO
Beyond design basis
basis external events such as
Beyond
SBO could
could result
result in the loss of active containment
of the HCVS is to provide sufficient venting capacity
heat removal
heat
removal capability.
capability. The primary design objective of
capacity to
to
prevent a
a long-term
long-term overpressure failure
failure of
of the containment
containment by
by keeping
keeping the
the containment
containmentpressure
pressurebelow
belowthe
the
prevent
may be
primary containment design pressure
pressure and the PCPL. The PCPL may
be dictated
dictated by
byother
otherfactors,
factors, such
such as
as
(SR Vs) and the HCVS valves can
can be
the maximum containment
containment pressure
pressure at
at which
which the
the safety
safetyrelief
reliefvalves
valves (SRVs)
opened and
opened
and closed.
closed.
The NRC
NRC staff has
has determined that,
that, for aa vent sized under conditions of
of constant heat input at
at a
a rate equal
equal
The
to 11 percent of rated thermal power and containment pressure equal to the lower
lower of
of the
the primary
primary containment
containment
design pressure and the PCPL, the exhaust-flow
exhaust-flow through
through the
the vent
vent would
would be
be sufficient
sufficient to
to prevent
prevent the
the
containment pressure from increasing. This determination is based
based on studies that
that have
have shown
shown that
that the
the
heat generated
generated during
during at
at least
least the
the first
first
torus suppression capacity is typically sufficient to absorb the decay heat
three hours following the shutdown of the reactor with suppression pool as
as the source of
of injection,
injection, that
that
power three hours following
of rated thermal power
following shutdown
shutdown of
of the
the
decay heat is typically less than 11 percent of
reactor, and that decay heat continues to decrease to well under
under 11 percent, thereafter.
thereafter. Licensees
Licensees shall
shall have
have
reactor,
an auditable engineering basis
of their
their suppression pools, selection of
of
basis for the decay heat absorbing capacity of
venting pressure such that the HCVS will have sufficient venting capacity under
under such conditions to
to maintain
maintain
or below the primary containment design pressure and
and the
the PCPL.
PCPL. IfIf required,
required,
containment pressure at or
with the licensee's
licensee's venting
venting
venting capacity shall be increased to an appropriate level commensurate with
use a venting capacity sized under conditions of
strategy. Licensees may also use
of constant heat
heat input
input at
at a
a rate
power if
if it can be justified by analysis that primary
lower than 11 percent of
of thermal power
primary containment
containment design
design
where plants were granted,
granted, have applied, or
pressure and
cases where
and the PCPL would
would not
not be
be exceeded.
exceeded. In
In cases
or plan
uprates, the licensees shall use 11 percent thermal power
to apply for power uprates,
power corresponding to
to the uprated
uprated
basis for the venting capacity shall give appropriate consideration of
thermal power. The basis
of where
where venting
venting is
is
thermal
being performed from (i.e.,
(i.e., wetwell or
or drywell) and the difference in pressure between the
the drywell
drywell and
and the
the
simultaneous venting
venting from
from
suppression chamber. Vent
Vent sizing for multi-unit sites must take into consideration simultaneous
all the units,
units, and ensure that venting on one unit does not
not negatively
negatively impact
impact the
the ability
ability to
to vent
vent on
on the
the other
other
units.

Response (ref.
(ref. ISG Item
Item 1.2.1):
1.2.1 ):
capacity of
willbe
be designed
designed for
venting steam
The HCVS
HCVS flow
flow capacity
of the
the wetwell
wetwell path
path will
for venting
steam/energy
at a
a
/energy at
of 4067
4067 MWt
power at
at containment
containmentpressure
pressure of
of 45
45 psig.
psig. This
This pressure
pressure is
capacity of
capacity
of 11% of
MWt power
is the
the
lower of
of the
the containment
containment design
design pressure
pressure (45
lower
(45 psig)
psig) and
and the
the PCPL
PCPL value
value (60
(60 psig).
psig). The
Thethermal
thermal
power of
of 4067
4067 MWt
assumes aapower
power
MWt assumes
poweruprate
uprateof
of14.7%
14.7%above
abovethe
thecurrently
currentlylicensed
licensedthermal
thermal
of 3546
power (CL
(CLTP)
power
TP) of
3546 MWt.
MWt.

then be able to
The vent would
would then
to prevent
prevent containment
containment pressure
pressurefrom
from increasing
increasingabove
abovethe
the
containment design pressure.
pressure. As
Aspart
partofofthe
thedetailed
detaileddesign,
design,the
theduration
durationofofsuppression
suppressionpool
pool
decay heat
decay
heatabsorption
absorptionwill
will be
be confirmed.
confirmed.
2.2 Requirement:
Order EA-12-050
EA-12-050 1.
1.2.2
Requirement:

and control, or
or manual
The HCVS
shall
The HCVS
shall be accessible to plant operators and be capable
capable of
of remote
remote operation
operation and
sustained operations.
operation, during sustained

ISG 1.2.2 Criteria:
The preferred location for remote operation and
The
and control
control of
ofthe
the HCVS
HCVSisisfrom
from the
themain
maincontrol
controlroom.
room.However,
However,
alternate locations to the control room are also acceptable, provided the licensees take
take into
into consideration
consideration the
the
following:
1.
Sustained operations mean
mean the
the ability
ability to
to open/close
open/close the
the valves
valvesmultiple
multipletimes
timesduring
duringthe
theevent.
event.
1.
24 hours of
necessary during the first 24
Licensees shall determine the number of
of open/close cycles necessary
of
basis consistent with the
and provide supporting
operation and
supporting basis
the plant-specific
plant-specific containment
containmentventing
ventingstrategy.
strategy.
2.
2.

An assessment of
of temperature and
and radiological conditions that
that operating
operating personnel
personnel may
may encounter
encounter both
both
controls. Licensee may use alternatives such as providing features to facilitate
in transit and locally at the controls.
manual operation of
of valves
valves from
from remote
remote locations
locations or
orrelocating/reorienting
relocatinglreorientingthe
thevalves.
valves.
Page 9 of 25
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All permanently installed
equipment,
including
any including
connections
required
to supplement
AllHCVS
permanently
installed HGVS
equipment,
any connections
required
to supplementthe
the
3.
HCVS
prolonged SBO
sao (electric
(electric power,
power, N2/air)
N2/air) shall
shall be
be located
locatedabove
abovethe
themaximum
maximum
HGVS operation during aa prolonged
basis external
external flood
flood level
level or
or protected
protected from
from the
the design
design basis
basis external
externalflood.
flood.
design basis
During a prolonged4.SBO,
manual
operation/action
may becomemay
necessary
to operate
the HCVS.
During
a prolonged
sao, manual operation/action
become necessary
to operate
the HGVS.As
As
demonstrated during the
the Fukushima
Fukushima event,
event, the
the valves
valves lost
lost motive
motive force
force including
including electric
electricpower
powerand
and
pneumatic
pneumatic air
air supply
supply to
to the
the valve
valve operators,
operators, and
andcontrol
controlpower
powerto
to solenoid
solenoidvalves.
valves. IfIfdirect
directaccess
accessand
and
local operation of
of the
the valves
valves is
is not
not feasible
feasible due
due to
to temperature
temperature or
orradiological
radiological hazards,
hazards, licensees
licensees should
should
include design features
features to
to facilitate
facilitate remote
remote manual
manual operation
operation of
ofthe
the HCVS
HGVSvalves
valves by
bymeans
meanssuch
suchas
asreach
reach
rods, chain links, hand
hand wheels,
wheels, and
and portable
portable equipment
equipment to
to provide
provide motive
motive force
force (e.g.,
(e.g., air/N2
air/N2bottles,
botties, diesel
diesel
powered
powered compressors, and
and dc
dc batteries).
batteries). The
The connections
connections between
betweenthe
thevalves
valvesand
andportable
portableequipment
equipment
should be designed
designed for
for quick
quick deployment.
deployment. IfIf aa portable
portable motive
motive force
force (e.g.,
(e.g., air
airor
orN2
N2 bottles,
botties, dc
dc power
power
supplies) is used
used in the
the design
design strategy,
strategy, licensees
licensees shall
shall provide
provide reasonable
reasonable protection
protectionof
ofthat
thatequipment
equipment
consistent with the staff's guidance delineated in
in JLD-ISG-2012-01
AD-ISG-2012-01 for
forOrder
OrderEA-12-049.
EA-12-049.
The design shall preclude
need
operators
tofor
move
temporary
laddersladders
or operate
from
atop
Thethe
design
shallfor
preclude
the need
operators
to move temporary
or operate
from
atop
5.
or remote
remote operating
operatinglocations.
locations.
scaffolding to
to access
access the HCVS
HGVS valves or
scaffolding

ISG Item
Item 1.2.2):
1.2.2):
Response (ref. ISG
The HCVS
HCVS design allows
allows initiating
initiating and then
then operating
operatingand
andmonitoring
monitoringthe
theHCVS
HCVSfrom
from the
theHCVS
HCVS
panel will
will be the MCR
MCR or a location
location readily
readily accessible
accessiblefrom
from the
the
panel. This location of the panel
MCR. The
from adverse
natural phenomena.
phenomena.
MCR.
The selected
selected location will
willbe
be reasonably
reasonably protected from
adverse natural

flow path
path valves are
1. The HCVS flow
are air-operated
air-operatedvalves
valves(AOV)
(AOV) with
with air-to-open
air-to-open and
andspringspringOpening
the
valves
requires
energizing
a
DC
powered
solenoid
operated
requires energizing a DC powered solenoid operatedvalve
valve
to-close.
(SOV) and
providing motive
The detailed
detaileddesign
designwill
will provide
provide aa permanently
permanently
(SOV)
and providing
motiveair/gas.
air/gas. The
installed DC
DC power
power source
source and motive air/gas supply
installed
supply adequate
adequatefor
forthe
thefirst
first 24
24 hours.
hours. The
The
initial stored
stored motive air/gas
for multiple
multiple valve
valve operating cycles;
initial
air/gas will
will allow for
cycles; the
thedetailed
detailed
determine the number
design will
will determine
number of
of required
required valve
valvecycles
cyclesfor
forthe
thefirst
first24-hours.
24-hours.
the ISG
ISG does
does not
not assume
assume core
2. Although
Although the
core damage,
damage,operation
operationof
ofthe
theHCVS
HCVS is
is predicated
predicated
of core
core damage.
damage. All
flowpath
path valves
valves that
that must
must be operated
operated are
on the possibility
possibility of
All HCVS
HCVS flow
are
operated valves
power operated
valves remote-manually
remote-manuallyoperated
operatedfrom
fromthe
theHCVS
HCVSpanel
panelwithout
without
requiring
nearthe
thevalves
valvesor
orthe
thepiping.
piping.
requiring access
access near
permanently installed
installed HCVS
HCVS equipment,
equipment, including
connections required
3. All
All permanently
including any connections
required to
to
supplement the
supplement
the HCVS
HCVS operation
operation during
duringaaprolonged
prolongedSBO
SSO(electric
(electricpower,
power,N2/air)
N2/air)will
will be
be
located in
in areas
areas above
located
above or
or reasonably
reasonably protected
protectedfrom
from design
design basis
basisfloods.
floods.
Sustainability
of remote
remote operation
operation will
willbe
beaddressed
addressed by
4.
ability of
by locating
locating the
the DC
DC power
power and
and
4. Sustain
only electrically
pneumatic
at an
accessiblelocation.
location. The SOV is the only
electrically
pneumatic motive
motive sources
sources at
an accessible
active component
component that
that may
may be
be located
located in
an inaccessible
inaccessible area
active
in an
area and
and isis required
required to
to open
open an
an
will either
eitherbe
be located
located in
in an
an accessible
accessible location
AOV.
locationor
oralternatively
alternatively two SOVs
AOV. The
The SOV will
the dedicated
for each
each AOV
be arranged
arranged such
such that
for
AOV will
will be
that energizing
energizing either SOV
SOV from
from the
dedicated DC
DC
will be
be provided
power
the valve.
valve. The AOV
AOV PCV will
provided with
with aa hydraulic
hydraulic overoverpower supply
supply can
can open
open the
Any supplemental
supplemental
ride at
at an
an accessible
accessible location
ride
location in
in case
casethe
theair
airoperated
operatedcontrols
controls fail.
fail. Any
staffingresources
resources and
and any
any needed
needed
connections
will be
pre-engineered to
to minimize
minimize staffing
connections will
be pre-engineered
portable equipment
equipment will
willbe
be reasonably
reasonably protected
protected from
fromassumed
assumed hazards.
portable
hazards.
5. Access to the locations
locations described
described above
abovewill
will not require temporary ladders
ladders or
or
scaffolding.
.2.3 Requirement:
Order EA-12-050
EA-12-050 11.2.3
prevent inadvertent actuation.
The
include aa means to prevent
The HGVS
HCVS shall include
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1.2.3 Criteria:
Criteria:
ISG 1.2.3

The design of
of the HCVS
HGVS shall
shall incorporate features,
features, such as
as control
control panel
panel key-locked
key-locked switches,
switches, locking
locking
systems, rupture
rupture discs,
discs, or
or administrative
administrative controls
controls to
to prevent
prevent the
the inadvertent
inadvertent use
use of
ofthe
the vent
ventvalves.
valves. The
The
system shall be designed
designed to
to preclude
preclude inadvertent
inadvertent actuation
actuation of
ofthe
the HCVS
HGVS due
due to
to any
anysingle
single active
active failure.
failure. The
The
point vulnerability
vulnerability and
and spurious operations
operations of
of any
any
should consider
consider general
general guidelines
guidelines such
such as single point
design should
plant installed
installed equipment
equipment associated
associatedwith
with HCVS.
HGVS.
plant
The objective of
HCVS is to provide sufficient
of the HGVS
sufficient venting
venting of
of containment
containment and
and prevent
prevent long-term
long-term
overpressure failure of
of containment
containment following
following the
the loss
loss of
ofactive
active containment
containment heat
heat removal
removal capability
capability or
or
prolonged
prolonged SBO.
sao. However,
However, inadvertent
inadvertentactuation
actuation of
ofHCVS
HGVS due
due to
to aa design
design error,
error, equipment
equipment malfunction,
malfunction, or
or
operator error
error during a
a design basis loss-of-coolant
loss-of-coolant accident
accident (DBLOCA)
(DaLOGA) could
could have
have an
an undesirable
undesirable effect
effect on
on
the containment
to provide
provide adequate
adequate net
net positive
positive suction
suction head
head to the emergency
containment accident
accident pressure
pressure (CAP)
(GAP) to
core cooling system (ECCS)
(EGGS) pumps. Therefore,
Therefore, prevention
prevention of
ofinadvertent
inadvertent actuation,
actuation, while
while important
important for
forall
all
plants, is
is essential
essential for
for plants
plants relying
relying on
on CAP.
GAP. The
The licensee
licensee submittals
submittals on
on HCVS
HGVS shall
shallspecifically
specificallyinclude
include
details on how
how this issue will
will be addressed
addressed on
on their
their individual
individual plants
plants for
for all
all situations
situations when
when CAP
GAP credit
credit is
is
required.

Response (ref. ISG
ISG Item
Item 1.2.3):
1.2.3):
The primary design
twonormally
normally
design feature
featurethat
thatprevents
preventsinadvertent
inadvertentHCVS
HCVSflow
flowpath
pathopening
openingisistwo
closed, in-series
in-series CIVs
CIVs that are air-to-open and spring-to-close. Opening
Opening each
eachvalve
valve requires
requires
energizing aa DC
DC SOV
SOV to allow
allow the motive
motive air to open
open the
thevalve.
valve.The
TheDC
DCpower
powerwill
willnormally
normallybe
be
de-energized
de-energized and
andseparate
separatecontrol
controlcircuits
circuitsincluding
includingkey-locked
key-lockedswitches
switcheswill
will be
be used
usedfor
forthe
thetwo
two
valves to
to address
addresssingle
singlepoint
pOintvulnerabilities
vulnerabilitiesthat
thatmay
maycause
causeinadvertent
inadvertentflow
flowpath
path
in-series valves
opening.

does not
LaSalle does
not credit
credit CAP
CAP for meeting ECCS
ECCS pumps'
pumps' net
netpositive
positivesuction
suctionhead
head(NPSH)
(NPSH)for
foraa
DBLOCA. However,
However, the
the revised HCVS operating procedures
DBLOCA.
procedures will
will provide clear guidance
guidance as
asto
to
which events and
and under
underwhat
whatcircumstances
circumstancesthe
theHCVS
HCVSmay
maybebeutilized.
utilized.
which
Order EA-12-050
EA-12-050 1.2.4
1.2.4 Requirement:
Requirement:
The HGVS
HCVS shall include aa means to monitor the status of
The
of the vent system (e.g.,
(e.g., valve position indication)
from the control room or other location(s). The monitoring system shall be designed for sustained
sustained operation
from
during a
a prolonged
prolonged SBO.
saQ.

ISG 1.2.4 Criteria:
Plant operators must be able to readily monitor the status of
of the HCVS
HGVS at
at all times, including being able
able to
to
through the HCVS,
HGVS, and
and whether
whether or
or
understand whether or not containment pressure/energy is being vented through
not containment integrity has been restored following venting
venting operations. Licensees
Licenseesshall
shallprovide
provideaameans
means
to allow plant operators to readily determine,
determine, or have knowledge of,
of, the following system parameters:
HCVS vent valves'
or closed),
closed),
(1)
valves' position (open
(open or
(1) HGVS
(2)
(2) system pressure, and
(3)
(3) effluent temperature.

systems, such as
as availability of
power
Other important information includes the status of supporting systems,
of electrical power
and pneumatic supply pressure. Monitoring by
by means of
of permanently
permanently installed
installed gauges that
that are at,
at, or
or nearby,
nearby,
the HGVS
HCVS control panel is acceptable. The staff
the
staff will consider
consider alternative approaches for system status
however, licensees must provide sufficient information and
and justification for
for alternative
instrumentation; however,
approaches.
The means to monitor system status shall
shalJ support sustained operations during aa prolonged SBO,
sao, and
andbe
be
to operate under
under potentially harsh environmental
environmental conditions
conditions that would be expected
expected following
following aa
designed to
loss of containment heat removal capability and
and SBO.
saQ. Power
Powersupplies
suppliesto
toall
allinstruments,
instruments, controls,
controls, and
and
indications
HGVS operation.
operation. "Sustained
"Sustainedoperations"
operations"
indications shall
shall be
be from the same power sources supporting the HCVS
may include the use of
of portable equipment
equipment to
to provide
provide an
an alternate
alternatesource
sourceof
ofpower
powerto
tocomponents
componentsused
usedtoto
status. Licensees
via an appropriate combination
combination of
monitor HCVS status.
Licensees shall
shall demonstrate
demonstrate instrument
instrument reliability
reliability via
design, analyses, operating experience,
design,
experience, and/or
and/ortesting
testingof
ofchannel
channelcomponents
componentsfor
forthe
thefollowing
following sets
sets of
of
parameters:
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radiological conditions that
that the
the instruments may
may encounter
encounter under
under normal
normal plant
plantconditions,
conditions, and
andduring
during
and after
after aa prolonged
prolongedSBO
saoevent.
event.
and
and pressure conditions as described
described under
under requirement
requirement 1.2.8,
1.2.8, including
including dynamic
dynamic
• temperatures and
loading from
from system
system operation.
operation.
loading
• humidity
and effluent
effluent conditions
conditions in
in the
the HCVS.
HCVS.
humidity based
based on instrument
instrument location
location and
•

(ref. ISG
ISG Item
Item 1.2.4):
1.2.4):
Response (ref.

The design
have temperature
temperature and
design of
of the
the HCVS
HCVS will
will have
and radiation
radiation monitoring
monitoring downstream
downstream of
of the
thelast
last
isolation valve.
valve. Pressure
Pressuremonitoring
monitoringwill
will be
be downstream
downstreamof
ofthe
theCIVs
CIVs but
butupstream
upstreamofofthe
thePCV.
PCV.
All
flowpath
path valves
valves will
willhave
have open
open and closed
All flow
closedposition
positionindication.
indication. These
TheseHCVS
HCVSindications
indicationswill
will
be on the
the same
samepanel
panelas
asthe
thevalve
valvecontrol
controlswitches.
switches.Motive
Motiveair/gas
air/gaspressure
pressureand
andDC
DCpower
power
source voltage
voltage are
are also
alsomonitored
monitored at
atthe
theHCVS
HCVS panel.
panel.
source
Power for the instrumentation
instrumentation will
will be from the same
samesource
sourceused
usedfor
forthe
theSOVs
SOVsused
usedtotoposition
position
AOVs. Refer to the response
response to 1.2.2
1.2.2for
for discussion
discussion on
on the
the DC
DCpower.
power.
the AOVs.

The approximate range
be 50°F
50°F to
to 600°F.
600°F. The
range for
for the temperature
temperatureindication
indication will
will be
The approximate
approximate
range for
be 00 psig
psig to
to 120 psig.
psig. The
for the pressure
pressure indication
indication will
will be
The upper
upperlimits
limits were
were selected
selectedtotobe
be
approximately twice
twice the
the required
required HCVS
HCVS design
design temperature
temperature and pressure.
will
pressure.The
Theranges
ranges
willbebe
finalized
when the
the detailed design and
finalized when
and equipment
equipment specifications
specifications are
areprepared.
prepared.
The detailed
address the
detailed design
design will
will address
theradiological,
radiological, temperature,
temperature,pressure,
pressure,flow
flowinduced
inducedvibration
vibration
internal piping dynamic forces, humidity/condensation and
and seismic
seismic
(if applicable) and internal
qualification
requirements. Assumed
qualification requirements.
Assumed radiological
radiological conditions are those
those expected
expectedafter
afteraa
prolonged
SSO (without
(without fuel
fuel failure).
failure).
prolonged SBO
Order EA-12-050 1.2.5
1.2.5 Requirement:
Requirement:

released
The HCVS shall include a means to monitor the effluent discharge for radioactivity that may
may be released
HCVS. The monitoring system shall provide indication in
from operation of the HCVS.
in the
the control
control room
room or
or other
other
location(s), and shall be designed for sustained
sustained operation during a prolonged
prolonged SBO.
SaD.
location(s),

ISG 1.2.5 Criteria:

means to monitor overall radioactivity that may be released
Licensees shall provide an independent means
released from
from the
the
HCVS discharge.
discharge. The radiation monitor does not
not need
need to meet
meet the requirements of
of NUREG
NUREG 0737
0737for
for
monitored releases,
releases, nor does it need
need to be able monitor
monitor releases
releases quantitatively
quantitatively to
to ensure
ensure compliance
compliance with
with
Title 10 of the
the Code
Code of
of Federal Regulations (10 CFR) Part 100 or 10 CFR Section 50.67. A wide-range
wide-range
Title
monitoring system to monitor the overall activity in the release providing indication that
that effluent
effluent from
from the
the
containment environment that is passing by the monitor
monitor is acceptable. The
The use
use of
of other
other existing
existing radiation
radiation
monitoring capability in lieu of an independent HCVS radiation monitor
monitor is not
not acceptable
acceptable because
because plant
plant
containment via
via the
the HCVS
HCVS in
in order
order to
to
operators need accurate information about releases coming from the containment
make informed decisions on operation of
of the reliable hardened
hardened venting
venting system.
system.

The monitoring
monitoring system
system shall
shall provide
provide indication
indication in the control room or a remote location (i.e.,
The
(i.e., HCVS control
24 hours of
panel) for the first 24
of an extended
extended SBO
sao with
with electric
electric power
power provided
provided by
by permanent
permanentDC
DC battery
battery
sources, and supplemented by portable power
power sources for
for sustained
sustained operations. Monitoring
Monitoring radiation
radiation levels
levels
sources,
is required only during the events that necessitate operation of
of the HCVS.
HCVS. The
The reliability
reliability of
of the
the effluent
effluent
demonstrated by
by methods
methods
monitoring system under the applicable environmental conditions shall
shall be demonstrated
described under Requirement
Requirement 1.2.4.
1.2.4.

Response (ref. ISG Item 1.2.5):
The HCVS radiation
radiation monitoring
monitoring system
system (RMS)
willbe
be dedicated
dedicated to the HCVS.
(RMS) will
HCVS. The approximate
approximate
range of the RMS
RMS is 0.1
0.1 mrem/hr to 1000 mrem/hr. The
Thedetailed
detaileddesign
designwill
willfinalize
finalize the
therange.
range.
This range
range is considered adequate
This
adequate to
to determine
determinecore
coreintegrity
integrity per the
the NRC
NRC Responses
Responsesto
toPublic
Public
Comments document, dated
datedAugust
August29,
29,2012
2012(ML12229A477).
(ML 12229A477).
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The
wall
The detector
detectorwill
will be
be physically
physically mounted
mountedon
onthe
theoutside
outsideofofthe
thepiping,
piping,accounting
accountingfor
forthe
thepipe
pipe
wall
thickness
thicknessshielding
shielding in
in order
order to
to provide
provide aa measurement
measurementofofthe
theradiation
radiationlevel
levelon
onthe
theinside
insideofofthe
the
HCVS
RMS
HCVS piping. The
Theradiation
radiationlevel
levelwill
will be
be indicated
indicated at
atthe
theHCVS
HCVSpanel.
panel.The
The
RMSwill
willbe
be
powered
same source
powered from
from the same
source as
asall
all other
other powered
powered HCVS
HCVS components. Refer
Referto
tothe
theresponse
response
to 1.2.2
1.2.2for
for discussion
discussionon
onsustainability
sustainabilityofofthe
theDC
DCpower.
power.
to
Order EA-050
EA-050 1.
1.2.6
Requirement:
2.6 Requirement:
Order

The HCVS
HCVS shall
shall include
include design
design features
features to
to minimize
minimizeunintended
unintendedcross
crossflow
flow of
ofvented
vented fluids
fluids within
within aa unit
unit and
and
The
betweenunits
units on
onthe
thesite.
site.
between

1.2.6 Criteria:
Criteria:
ISG 1.2.6

At
AtFukushima,
Fukushima, an
an explosion
explosion occurred
occurredin
in Unit
Unit4,
4, which
whichwas
wasininaamaintenance
maintenanceoutage
outageatatthe
thetime
timeofofthe
theevent.
event.
Although
Although the
the facts
facts have
have not
notbeen
been fully
fullyestablished,
established, aa likely
likelycause
causeof
ofthe
theexplosion
explosionininUnit
Unit44isisthat
thathydrogen
hydrogen
leaked
Unit 33 to
to Unit
Unit 44 through
through aa common
common venting
ventingsystem.
system. System
Systemcross-connections
cross-connectionspresent
presentaa
leaked from
from Unit
potential
potential for
for steam,
steam, hydrogen,
hydrogen, and
andairborne
airborne radioactivity
radioactivityleakage
leakage to
toother
otherareas
areasof
ofthe
theplant
plantand
andtotoadjacent
adjacent
units at
at multi-unit
multi-unit sites ifif the
the units
units are
are equipped
equipped with
with common
common vent
vent piping.
piping. In
In this
this context,
context, aa design
design that
thatisis
free of
of physical
physical and
and control
control interfaces
interfaces with
with other
other systems
systems eliminates
eliminates the
the potential
potentialfor
forany
anycross-flow
cross-flowand
andisis
one way
preventthe
the
way to
to satisfy
satisfy this
this requirement.
requirement. Regardless,
Regardless, system
system design
design shall
shallprovide
providedesign
design features
featuresto
toprevent
of vented
vented fluids
fluids and
and migration
migration to
to other
other areas
areas within the plant
plant or
or to
to adjacent
adjacentunits
units at
atmulti-unit
mUlti-unitsites.
sites.
flow of
cross flow
The current design of
of the hardened
hardened vent
vent at
at several
several plants
plants in
in the
the U.S.
U.S. includes
includes cross
cross connections
connections with
with the
the
standby
andfilter
filterand
andfan
fan housings
housings that
thatare
arenot
not as
as
standby gas treatment
treatment system,
system, which
which contains
contains sheet
sheet metal
metal ducts
ducts and
leak tight
tight as
as hard
hard pipes. In
In addition,
addition, dual
dual unit
unit plant
plant sites
sites are
are often
often equipped
equippedwith
with aacommon
common plant
plantstack.
stack.
leak
Examples of
of acceptable means for
for prevention
prevention of
of cross
cross flow
flow is
is by
by valves,
valves, leak-tight
leak-tight dampers,
dampers, and
andcheck
check
valves,
valves, which shall be designed to
to automatically
automatically close
close upon
upon the
the initiation
initiation of
ofthe
the HCVS
HCVS and
andshall
shall remain
remain
as long as
as the HCVS is in operation. Licensee's
Licensee's shall
shall evaluate
evaluate the
the environmental
environmental conditions
conditions (e.g.
(e.g.
closed for as
pressure, temperature)
temperature) at
at the
the damper
damper locations
locations during
during venting
venting operations
operations to
to ensure
ensure that
thatthe
the dampers
dampers will
will
remain functional and sufficiently leak-tight, and
and ifif necessary, replace
replace the
the dampers
dampers with
with other
other suitable
suitable
as valves.
valves. If power is required for the interfacing valves to move to
to isolation position, itit shall
shalJ
eqUipment such as
equipment
be from the same power
power sources as the vent valves. Leak tightness of
of any
any such barriers
barriers shall
shall be
be periodically
periodically
as described
described under
underRequirement
Requirement1.2.7.
1.2.7.
verified by testing as

Response
(ref. ISG Item
Item 1.2.6):
1.2.6):
Response (ref.
both units
units are
are fully
fully independent
independent of
of each
each other
separate discharge
The HCVS
HCVS for both
other with
with separate
discharge points.
points.
's HCVS.
Therefore, the
the capacity
is independent
independent of
of the
the status
statusofofthe
theother
otherunit
unit's
Therefore,
capacity at
at each
each unit
unit is

each unit
has no
The HCVS at each
unit has
no interfacing
interfaCing systems.
systems.This
Thiseliminates
eliminatesany
anypotential
potentialfor
forinterintersystem leakage
system
leakagethrough
through valves
valvesand
anddampers,
dampers,and
andititeliminates
eliminatesthe
theneed
needtotoisolate
isolateinterfacing
interfacing
system
valves.
system valves.
Order EA-12-050 1.2.7
1 .2.7 Requirement:
Requirement:

The HCVS
HCVS shall
shall include
include features
features and
and provision for the operation,
operation, testing,
The
testing, inspection and maintenance
adequate to
to ensure that reliable function and capability are maintained.

ISG
ISG 1.2.7 Criteria:

as
The HCVS
HCVS piping
piping run
run shall
shall be
be designed
designed to
to eliminate
eliminate the potential for condensation accumulation, as
The
subsequent water hammer could complicate system operation during intermittent venting
subsequent
venting or
or to withstand
withstand the
potential for water hammer without compromising the functionality of
of the system. Licensees
Licensees shall
shalJ provide
provide aa
potential
drain valves,
valves, pressure
pressure and
and temperature
temperature gauge
gauge connections)
connections) to periodically test system
means
(e.g., drain
means (e.g.,
components, including
including exercising
exercising (opening
(openingand
andclosing)
closing)the
thevent
ventvalve(s).
valve(s). In
In situations
situations where
where total
total
components,
elimination of
of condensation
condensation is
is not
not feasible,
feasible, HCVS shall be designed to accommodate condensation,
elimination
including
hammer loads.
including applicable water hammer

The HCVS
HCVS outboard
outboard of
of the
the containment
containment boundary
boundary shall
shall be
be tested to
to ensure
ensure that vent flow is
is released to the
The
outside with
with minimal
minimal leakage,
leakage, ifif any,
any, through
through the
the interfacing boundaries
boundaries with
with other systems or units.
units.
outside
Licensees have
have the
the option
option of
of individually
individually leak testing interfacing valves or testing the overall leakage of
of the
Licensees
HCVS volume
volume by
by conventional
conventional leak
leak rate
rate testing
testing methods.
methods. The
The test volume shall envelope the HCVS
HCVS
between the
the outer
outer primary
primary containment
containment isolation
isolation barrier and
and the
the vent exiting the plant
plant buildings,
buildings, including the
between
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HCVS
volume
volume up
up to
to the
the interfacing
interfacing valves.
valves. The
The test
test pressure
pressure shall
shall be
be based
based on
on the
the HCVS
HCVS design
design pressure.
pressure.
Permissible
be within
within the
the requirements
requirements of
ofAmerican
American Society
Societyof
of
Permissible leakage
leakage rates
rates for
for the
the interfacing
interfacing valves
valves shall
shall be
Mechanical
Mechanical Engineers
Engineers Operation
Operation and
and Maintenance
Maintenance of
ofNuclear
NuclearPower
PowerPlants
Plants Code
Code(ASME
(ASMEOM)
OM) -- 2009,
2009,
Subsection
Subsection ISTC
ISTC -- 3630
3630(e)
(e)(2),
(2),or
orlater
lateredition
editionofofthe
theASME
ASMEOM
OMCode.
Code.When
Whentesting
testingthe
theHCVS
HCVSvolume,
volume,
allowed
not exceed
exceed the
the sum
sum of
ofthe
the interfacing
interfacing valve
valve leakages
leakages as
as determined
determinedfrom
from the
the ASME
ASME
allowed leakage
leakage shall
shall not
OM
OM Code.
Code. The
The NRC
NRC staff
staffwill
will consider
consider aa higher
higherleakage
leakage acceptance
acceptance values
values ififlicensees
licensees provide
provide acceptable
acceptable
ofthe
the leakage
leakage on
on the
the
justification. When reviewing such requests,
requests, the
the NRC
NRC staff
staff will
will consider
consider the
the impact
impact of
justification.
habitability
of the
the rooms
rooms and
and areas
areas within
within the
the building
building and
andoperability
operability of
ofequipment
equipmentin
in these
these areas
areas during
during the
the
habitability of
event
event response and
and subsequent
subsequent recovery
recovery periods.
periods. Licensees
Licenseesshall
shallimplement
implementthe
thefollowing
followingoperation,
operation,
testing and
testing
and inspection
inspection requirements
requirementsfor
forthe
theHCVS
HCVStotoensure
ensurereliable
reliableoperation
operationofofthe
thesystem.
system.
Testing and
and Inspection
Inspection Requirements
Requirements
Frequency
Frequency

Description
Description
Cycle the HCVS valves
valves and
and the
the interfacing
interfacing system
system valves
valves not
not used
used to
to
maintain containment
containment integrity
integrity during
duringoperations.
operations.
maintain

Once per
per year
year

and a
a walkdown
walkdown of
of HCVS
HCVS components
components
Perform visual inspections and

Once per
per operating cycle

the HCVS
HCVS radiation
radiation monitors.
monitors.
Test and calibrate the

Once per
per operating
operating cycle
cycle

Leak test
test the
the HCVS.
HCVS.
Leak

(1) Prior
Prior to first declaring
declaring the
the
system functional,(2)
functional;(2) Once
every five years thereafter; and
(3) After restoration of
of any
breach of
of system boundary
boundary
within the buildings

Validate
operating procedures
procedures by
by conducting
conducting an
an open/close
open/close
Validate the HCVS operating
test of the
the HCVS control logic from its control panel and ensuring that
to their
theirproper
proper(intended)
(intended)positions.
positions.
al/
system valves
valves move
move to
all interfacing system

Once per every other
operating cycle

Response (ref. ISG
ISG Item
Item 1.2.7):
1.2.7):
The detailed design
design for
for the
the HCVS
HCVS will
will address
condensationaccumulation
accumulationresulting
resultingfrom
from
address condensation
intermittent venting.
venting. In
of condensation isis not
intermittent
In situations where
where total
total elimination
elimination of
not feasible,
feasible, the
the
HCVS will
willbe
bedesigned
designed to
to accommodate
accommodate condensation,
HCVS
condensation, including
including allowance
allowance for
for applicable
applicable water
water
hammer loads.
The HCVS Containment Isolation
Isolation Valves will
will be
in accordance
accordancewith
with the
theSurveillance
Surveillance
be tested in
Frequency Control Program for the plant. Downstream
Downstreamofofthe
theCIVs,
CIVs, there
thereare
areno
nointerfacing
interfacing
systems. Therefore,
Therefore,no
noadditional
additional leakage
leakagetesting
testingisisrequired.
required.
The test types
types and
andfrequencies
frequencieswill
will conform
conform to
to the
the ISG
ISG 1.2.7
1.2.7 Table
Table "Testing
''Testing and
andInspection
Inspection
Requirements"
Requirements"..
Order EA-12-050
EA-12-050 11.2.8
.2.8 Requirement:

are consistent with
The
with maximum containment
containment design
design pressures,
pressures,
pressures that are
The HCVS
HCVS shall be designed for pressures
system actuation.
from system
as
loading resulting from
as, dynamic
dynamic loading
as well
well as,

ISG
ISG 1.2.8 Criteria:
The vent
vent system
system shall
shall be
be designed
designed for
for the
the higher
higher of
of the
the primary
primary containment
containment design
design pressure
pressure or PCPL,
PCPL, and
The

saturation temperature
temperature corresponding to the HCVS design pressure.
pressure. However,
However, ifif the venting location is
aa saturation

from the drywell,
drywell, an additional
additional margin of
shall be
be added
added to
to the
the design
design temperature because of
from
of 50
50 OF
OF shall
of the
the
potential for superheated
superheated conditions
conditions in
in the
the drywell.
drywell. The piping,
piping, valves,
valves, and the valve actuators shall be
potential
designed to
to withstand the
the dynamic
dynamic loading
loading resulting
resulting from
from the
the actuation
actuation of the
the system,
system, including piping
designed
reaction loads
loads from
from valve
valve opening,
opening, concurrent
concurrent hydrodynamic loads
loads from
from SRV discharges to the suppression
reaction
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HCVS
pool, and
andpotential
potential for
for water
waterhammer
hammerfrom
from accumulation
accumulation of
ofsteam
steamcondensation
condensationduring
duringmultiple
multipleventing
venting
pool,
cycles.
cycles.

Response (ref.
(ref. ISG
ISG Item
Item 1.2.8):
1.2.8):
Response

The HCVS
pipingdesign
design pressure
pressure will
be 60
60 psig
psig and
and design
design temperature
temperature is 360°F. The
HCVS piping
will be
TheHCVS
HCVS
design pressure
pressureisisthe
thehigher
higherof
of the
the containment
containment design
designpressure
pressure(45
(45psig)
psi g)and
andthe
thePCPL
PCPLvalue
value
(60 psig). The
TheHCVS
HCVS design
design temperature
temperaturewill
will be
be the
the saturation
saturationtemperature
temperaturecorresponding
correspondingtoto
design pressure
pressureplus
plus50°F
50°F and
andthen
thenrounded
roundedup.
up.
the design
The piping,
piping, valves, and
and valve
valve actuators
actuatorswill
will be
be designed
designedtotowithstand
withstandthe
thedynamic
dynamicloading
loading
actuation of
of the
the HCVS,
HCVS, including
including piping reaction loads
loads from
from valve
valve opening,
opening,
resulting from the actuation
concurrent hydrodynamic loads from
SRV discharges
discharges to the suppression
from SRV
suppressionpool,
pool, and
andpotential
potentialfor
for
water hammer
hammerfrom
from accumulation
accumulationof
ofcondensation
condensationduring
duringmultiple
multipleventing
ventingcycles.
cycles.
water
Order EA-12-050
EA-12-050 1.
1.2.9
Requirement:
2.9 Requirement:
Order

HGVS shall discharge the effluent to a release point above main plant structures.
structures.
The HCVS

1.2.9Criteria:
Criteria:
ISG 1.2.9

HGVS release to
to outside
outside atmosphere
atmosphere shall
shallbe
beat
atan
anelevation
elevationhigher
higherthan
thanadjacent
adjacentplant
plantstructures.
structures.
The HCVS
Release through
through existing
eXisting plant stacks
under Requirement
Requirement
Release
stacks is
is considered acceptable,
acceptable, provided the guidance under
1.2.6
release from
from HCVS
HGVS is through
through a stack different than the plant
plant stack, the
the elevation
elevation of
of
1.2.6 is satisfied. If the release
the stack should be higher than
than the nearest building
structure. The
The release point should be
be situated away
building or structure.
from
ventilation system
system intake
intake and
and exhaust
exhaust openings,
openings, and
and emergency response facilities.
facilities. The release
release stack
stack
from ventilation
or structure
shall be designed
structure exposed to outside shaJl
designed or
or protected
protected to
to withstand
withstand missiles
missiles that
that could
could be
be generated
generated
(e.g., tornadoes,
tornadoes, high
highwinds).
winds).
by the external events causing the prolonged SBO (e.g.,

sao

Response (ref. ISG
ISG Item
Item 1.2.9):
1.2.9):
discharge path
The HCVS discharge
pathpiping
piping will
will be routed
routed to
to aapoint
point just
justabove
abovethe
theReactor
ReactorBuilding,
Building,which
which
is higher than
Thestation's
station'svent
ventstack
stackisisnot
notan
anadjacent
adjacentstructure,
structure,but
but
than any adjacent structure. The
discharge point
rather itit is aa feature
featureof
ofthe
theAuxiliary
Auxiliary Building.
Building. This discharge
pointlocation
locationwill
will be
be determined
determined
during
considering ventilation
ventilation system
exhaust openings,
openings,
during the
the detailed
detailed design
design phase
phase considering
system intake and exhaust
room location,
of FLEX
FLEX equipment,
equipment, access
access routes
main control room
location, location of
routesrequired
requiredfollowing
following aa
prolonged
responsefacilities;
facilities; however, these
must be
be considered
consideredinin
prolonged SBO,
SBO, and
and emergency response
these must
conjunction with
with other design
design criteria
criteria (e.g.,
(e.g.,flow
flow capacity)
capacity) and
andpipe
piperouting
routinglimitations,
limitations,totothe
the
degree
practical.
degree practical.
Per NEI
NEI 12-06
phenomenathat
thatmay
mayresult
resultininaaprolonged
prolongedSBO
SBO
12-06 Section
Section 4.1,
4.1, all
all severe
severe natural phenomena
must be identified.
identified. This
This includes
includes evaluation
evaluation ifif the
the tornado
tornado(including
(including tornado
tornado missiles)
missiles) can
can
cause
the failure
failure of the normal, on-site emergency
emergency AC
AC power sources,
sources, the
thesafety-related
safety-relatedAC
AC
cause the
distributionsystem,
system, or
or the
the heat
heat sinks required to support on-site emergency
distribution
emergencyAC
AC sources.
sources.As
Asaa
minimum,
will be
for tornado
tornado winds.
winds. IfIfitit isisdetermined
determined
minimum, all
allexternal
external HCVS
HCVS components
components will
be designed
designed for
that tornado missiles have
have the
the potential
potential to
to cause
causeaaprolonged
prolongedSBO,
SBO,any
anyexternal
externalHCVS
HCVSwould
would
also have to be
be tornado
tornado missile
missile protected.
protected. This
Thiswill
will be
be determined
determinedearly
earlyinin the
thedetailed
detaileddesign
design
effort.
eff ort.
Applicable Quality
Quality Requirements
Requirements(Order
(OrderEA-12-050
EA-12-050requirements
requirements2.1
2.1 and
and2.2)
2.2)
Section
Section 4:
4: Applicable
Order
2.1 Requirement:
Order EA-12-050 2.1
The HGVS
HCVS system
system design
design shall
shall not
not preclude
preclude the
the containment
containment isolation
isolation valves,
valves, including the vent valve from
The
for the
the plant.
plant. These
basis for
performing their intended containment isolation function consistent with
performing
with the
the design
design basis
items include
include piping,
piping, piping
piping supports,
supports, containment isolation
isolation valves,
valves, containment isolation valve actuators
items
and
and containment
containment isolation
isolation valve
valve position indication components.
components.
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Criteria:
ISG 2.1 Criteria:
The HCVS vent path up to
to and
and including
including the
the second
second containment
containment isolation
isolation barrier
barriershall
shall be
be designed
designed
consistent
ofthe
the plant.
plant. These
These items
items include
include piping,
piping, piping
pipingsupports,
supports, containment
containment
consistent with
with the
the design
design basis
basis of
isolation valves,
valves, containment
containment isolation
isolation valve
valve actuators
actuators and
andcontainment
containmentisolation
isolation valve
valve position
positionindication
indication
components. The
The HCVS design,
design, out
out to
to and
and including
including the
the second
second containment
containmentisolation
isolation barrier,
barrier, shall
sha/lmeet
meet
safety-related
of the plant. The
The staff
staff notes that
that in response to
to
safety-related requirements consistent
consistent with
with the
the design
design basis
basis of
GL 89-16,
89-16, in many cases,
cases, the HCVS vent
vent line
line connections
connections were
were made
made to
to existing
existing systems.
systems. In
In some
some cases,
cases,
the connection was made in between
between two
two existing
existing containment
containment isolation
isolation valves
valves and
andin
in others
others to
to the
the vacuum
vacuum
breaker
not preclude
preclude the
the containment
containmentisolation
isolation valves,
valves, including
including the
the
breaker line. The HCVS system design
design shall
sha/l not
vent valve from performing their
their intended
intended containment
containment isolation
isolation function
function consistent
consistent with
with the
the design
design basis
basis for
for
the plant. The design shall
sha/l include all
al/ necessary
necessary overrides
overrides of
of containment
containment isolation
isolation signals
signals and
andother
other
interface system signals to
to enable
enable the
the vent
vent valves
valves to
to open
open upon
upon initiation
initiation of
ofthe
the HCVS
HCVS from
from its
its control
control panel.
panel.

(ref. ISG
ISG Item
Item 2.1):
2.1 ):
Response (ref.
The HCVS
HCVS vent path
path will
will use aa new,
new, dedicated
dedicatedflow
flowpath
pathwith
with its
its own
own in-series
in-seriesCIVs.
CIVs.By
By
providing aa dedicated HCVS
HCVS flow
CIVs require
to
providing
flow path,
path, none of the existing CIVs
require any changes
changes to
CIV control logic.
logic.
existing CIV

piping and
and supports
supports up
the second
HCVS vent path
path piping
up to
to and
and including
including the
secondcontainment
containmentisolation
isolation
The HCVS
valve will
will be
in accordance
accordancewith
with existing
existing design
design basis.
basis.AsAswith
withall
allother
otherLaSalle
LaSalle
valve
be designed
designed in
mechanical
mechanical penetrations
penetrations open
open to
to the
the containment
containment atmosphere
atmosphere (i.e.,
(Le., General
General Design
DesignCriteria
Criteria 56
56
be located
located outside
outside containment.
containment. Associated
penetrations), both HCVS
HCVS CIVs
CIVs will
will be
Associated actuators,
actuators,
penetrations),
position
indication,and
and power
powersupplies
supplies are
are also
also designed
position indication,
designed consistent
consistentwith
with the
the requirements
requirements to
to
meet
meet the
the station
station design
design basis
basisfor
for containment
containment isolation.
isolation.
In order
order to
to maintain
maintain containment
containment isolation when required by the plant's
In
plant's design
designbasis,
basis,the
theHCVS
HCVS
CIVs will
willbe
benormally
normallyclosed,
closed,fail-closed
fail-closed AOVs.
AOVs. As
As discussed
discussed in
CIVs
in Section
Section1.2.3,
1.2.3,the
thevalves
valveswill
will be
be
controlled
will address
Operating
controlled procedurally
procedurally and
and the
the design will
address inadvertent operation. Operating
procedures will
provide clear
clear guidance
guidance as
procedures
will provide
as to
to which
which events
events and
and under
underwhat
whatcircumstances
circumstancesthe
the
HCVS may
may be
be utilized.
utilized. Due
HCVS
Due to
to the
the above,
above,automatic
automaticcontainment
containmentisolation
isolationsignals
signalswill
will not
not be
be
provided to the
the HCVS
HCVS CIVs.
CIVs.
design will
not preclude
The HCVS
HCVS system design
will not
preclude any
any existing
existing CIVs
CIVs and
and the
the new
new HCVS CIVs from
performing their
theirintended
intended containment
containment isolation
when required
performing
isolation function
function when
required by
by the
the plant's
plant's design
design
allow operation
basis.
CIVs will
will allow
operation of
of the
the valves
valvesfrom
from its
its control
control
circuit for
for the
the HCVS CIVs
basis. The control circuit
panel when
following containment
containment pressurization
and aa containment
panel
when required
required following
pressurization and
containment isolation
isolation signal.
signal.
Order EA-12-050 2.2 Requirement:
Requirement:
All other
A/I
other HCVS components shall
shall be designed
designed for
for reliable
reliable and
and rugged
rugged performance
performance that
that is
is capable
capable of
of
ensuring HCVS functionality following
fol/owing a seismic event. These
These items include electrical
electrical power
power supply, valve
valve
actuator pneumatic supply, and instrumentation (local
(local and
and remote) components.

ISG 2.2 Criteria:
All components of
A/I
of the HCVS beyond
beyond the
the second
second containment
containment isolation
isolation barrier
barrier shall
shall be
be designed
designed to
to ensure
ensure
HCVS functionality following the plant's design basis seismic event. These
These components include,
include, in addition
addition
pipe, electric power supply, pneumatic supply
supply and
and instrumentation. The
The design
design of
of
to the hardened vent pipe,
power and pneumatic supply lines between the
the HCVS
HCVS valves
valves and
and remote
remote locations
locations (if
(if portable sources
sources were
were
to be
be employed)
employed) sha/l
shall also be designed to ensure HCVS functionality. Licensees shall ensure that the HCVS
to
will not
not impact other
other safety-related
safety-related structures
structures and
and components and that the HCVS will not be impacted by
will
components. The staff
staff prefers that the HCVS components, including the piping run, be located
non-seismic components.
in seismically
seismically qualified structures.
structures. However,
However, short runs of HCVS piping in non-seismic structures are
in
of these
these structures. The
The
acceptable if the licensee provides adequate justification on the seismic ruggedness of
hardened vent shall be designed to conform to the requirements consistent with
with the applicable design codes
the American
American Society of Mechanical Engineers Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code and
for the
the plant,
plant, such as the
the applicable Specifications, Codes
Codes and
and Standards
Standards of
ofthe
the American
AmericanInstitute
InstituteofofSteel
SteelConstruction.
Construction.
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To ensure the functionality
functionality of
of instruments
instruments following
following aa seismic
seismic event,
event, the
the NRC
NRC staff
staffconsiders
considers any
anyof
ofthe
the
following as
as acceptable
acceptable methods:
methods:
following
Use
of instruments
instruments and
and supporting
supporting components
components with
with known
known operating
operating principles
principles that
that are
aresupplied
suppliedby
by
Use of
••
manufacturers with commercial
commercial quality
quality assurance
assurance programs,
programs, such
such as
as ISO9001.
IS09001. The
The procurement
procurement
manufacturers
specifications
shall include
specifications shall
include the
the seismic
seismic requirements
requirements and/or
and/orinstrument
instrumentdesign
designrequirements,
requirements, and
and
specify the
the need
need for
forcommercial
commercial design
design standards
standards and
andtesting
testingunder
underseismic
seismicloadings
loadingsconsistent
consistentwith
with
basis values
values at
atthe
the instrument
instrumentlocations.
locations.
design basis
•

Demonstration
Demonstration of
of the
the seismic
seismic reliability
reliability of
ofthe
the instrumentation
instrumentation through
throughmethods
methodsthat
thatpredict
predictperformance
performance
by analysis,
analysis, qualification
qualification testing
testing under
under simulated
simulated seismic
seismic conditions,
conditions, aa combination
combination of
oftesting
testing and
and
analysis, or
ofexperience
experience data.
data. Guidance
Guidance for
forthese
these isis based
basedon
onsections
sections7,7,8,8,9,9,and
and10
10ofofIEEE
IEEE
or the
the use
use of
Standard 344-2004, "IEEE
"IEEE Recommended Practice for Seismic Qualification
Qualification of
of Class
Class 1E
1E Equipment for
or a substantially
substantially similar
similar industrial
industrial standard
standard could
could be
be used.
used.
Nuclear
Nuclear Power
Power Generating
Generating Stations,"
Stations," or

•

Demonstration
that the
Demonstration that
the instrumentation
instrumentation is substantially
substantially similar
similar in
in design
design totoinstrumentation
instrumentation that
thathas
has
been previously
seismic loading
loading levels
levels in
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the plant
plant design
design basis
basis at the
the
previously tested
tested to seismic
location where
where the
the instrument
instrument is to
to be
be installed
installed (g-levels
(g-Ievels and
and frequency
frequency ranges).
ranges). Such
Such testing
testing and
and
should be
be similar
similar to
to that
that performed
performed for
for the
the plant
plant licensing
licensing basis.
basis.
analysis should

(ref. ISG
ISG Item
Item 2.2):
2.2):
Response (ref.

downstream of
of the second
secondcontainment
containmentisolation
isolation valve
valve and
andcomponents
components
The HCVS components downstream
that interface
interfacewith
with the
the HCVS
HCVS will
will be routed
routed in
in or
or supported
supportedfrom
fromseismically
seismicallyqualified
qualifiedstructures.
structures.

The HCVS
HCVS downstream of the second
secondcontainment
containmentisolation
isolationvalve,
valve, including
including piping
piping and
and
supports, electrical
electrical power
power supply,
supply, valve
valve actuator
actuatorpneumatic
pneumaticsupply,
supply,and
andinstrumentation
instrumentation(local
(local
supports,
and remote)
remote) components,
components,will
will be
be designed/analyzed
designed/analyzedtotoensure
ensurefunctionality
functionalityfollowing
following aa design
design
basis earthquake
earthquake and
andto
toconform
conform to
to the
the applicable
applicable plant
plant requirements and
and design
designcodes
codesexcept
except
as
the HCVS
HCVS ISG
ISG allows
allows or
or directs
directs other
othercriteria.
criteria.
as the
The ISG
ISG definition
definition for
use of
of commercial
commercial grade
grade
for "seismically
"seismicallyrugged
rugged design"
design" allows
allows the
the use
components and
and materials
materials beyond
beyondthe
thesecond
secondcontainment
containmentisolation
isolationbarrier
barrierincluding
including exclusion
exclusion
from compliance with Appendix B,
"Quality Assurance
Assurance Criteria
from
8, "Quality
Criteria for Nuclear
Nuclear Power
Power Plants
Plantsand
and
Fuel
Plants."
Fuel Reprocessing Plants."
Per the ISG
ISG Item
Item 2.2
2.2 direction,
direction, the
the HCVS
HCVS instruments,
instruments,including
including valve
valve position
position indication,
indication,
process
instrumentation,radiation
radiationmonitoring,
monitoring, and
andsupport
supportsystem
systemmonitoring,
monitoring,will
willbe
bequalified
qualified
process instrumentation,
using one of the three methods
methods described
describedininthe
theISG,
ISG,which
which includes:
includes:

Purchase of
1.
of instruments
instruments and
andsupporting
supportingcomponents
componentswith
withknown
knownoperating
operatingprinciples
principles
1. Purchase
from manufacturers
manufacturers with
with commercial
commercialquality
qualityassurance
assurance programs (e.g., IS09001)
from
IS09001)where
where
the procurement specifications include the applicable seismic requirements,
requirements, design
design
requirements, and
and applicable
applicable testing.
testing.
2.
Demonstration of
of seismic
seismic reliability
reliability via
via methods
methods that
that predict
predict performance
performance described
describedin
in
2. Demonstration
IEEE
IEEE 344-2004.
344-2004.

Demonstration that instrumentation isis substantially
3.
substantially similar
similar to
to the
the design
designof
of
3. Demonstration
instrumentation
previously qualified.
qualified.
instrumentation previously
Instrument
Instrument

HCVS
HCVS Process
Process Temperature

Qualification Method*
Qualification
Demonstration
I IS09001
IS09001 / IEEE 344-2004
344-2004// Demonstration
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HCV8 Process
Process Pressure
Pressure
HCVS

IS09001
1809001 // IEEE
IEEE 344-2004
344-2004// Demonstration
Demonstration

HCVS
HCV8 Process
Process Radiation Monitor
Monitor

IS09001
1809001 // IEEE
IEEE 344-2004
344-2004// Demonstration
Demonstration

HCV8 Process Valve
Valve Position
Position
HCVS

ISO9001
344-2004// Demonstration
Demonstration
1809001 / IEEE
IEEE 344-2004

HCV8 Pneumatic
Pneumatic Supply
8upply
HCVS
Pressure

IS09001
344-2004// Demonstration
1809001 // IEEE
IEEE 344-2004

HCV8 Electrical
Electrical Power
Power Supply
8upply
HCVS
Availability

IS09001
1809001 // IEEE
IEEE 344-2004
344-2004// Demonstration
Demonstration

..

..

be
each required
specific qualification
qualification method
method used
used for
for each
reqUired HCVS
HCV8 instrument
Instrument will
will be
* The specific
reported
future 66 month
month status
status reports.
in future
reports.
reported in
-050 requirements
Section 5: Procedures
Procedures and
and Training
Training (Order
(Order EA-12
EA-12-050
reguirements 3.1 and
and 3.2)
3.2)
Order EA-12-050
EA-12-050 3.1
3.1 Requirement:
Requirement:
Licensees shall develop, implement, and
and maintain procedures
procedures necessary
necessary for
for the
the safe
safe operation
operation of
ofthe
the
HCVS.
andbackup
backup power
poweris
is available,
available,
HGVS. Procedures shall
shal/ be established
established for
for system operations
operations when
when normal
normal and
and
and during SBO
SBO conditions.
conditions.

18G
3.1 Criteria:
ISG 3.1
Procedures sha/l
shall be developed describing when
when and
and how
how to
to place
place the
the HCVS
HGVS in
in operation,
operation, the
the location
location of
of
system components, instrumentation
instrumentation available,
available, normal
normal and
and backup
backup power
powersupplies,
supplies, directions
directions for
forsustained
sustained
operation, including the storage location of
of portable equipment,
equipment, training
training on
on operating
operating the
the portable
portable
equipment, and testing of
of equipment. The
The procedures shall
shall identify
identify appropriate
appropriate conditions
conditions and
andcriteria
criteria for
for
eqUipment,
use of the HCVS.
HCVS. The procedures shall clearly state the nexus between
between CAP
GAP and
and ECCS
EGGS pumps
pumps during
during aa
DBLOCA and how an inadvertent opening of
DBLOGA
of the
the vent
vent valve
valve could
could have
have an
an adverse
adverse impact
impact on
on this
this nexus.
nexus.
The HGVS
HCVS procedures
procedures sha/l
shall be developed and implemented in the same manner
The
manner as
as other
other plant
plant procedures
procedures
necessary to support the execution of
of the Emergency
Emergency Operating
Operating Procedures
Procedures (EOPs).
(EOPs).
Licensees shall
shal/ establish provisions for out-of-service requirements of
of the
the HCVS
HGVS and
and compensatory
compensatory
documented in
in the
the Technical
Technical Requirements
Requirements Manual
Manual(TRM)
(TRM) or
orsimilar
similar
measures. These provisions shall
sha/l be documented
document. The aI/owed
allowed unavailability
2, and
not exceed
exceed 30
30 days
days during
during modes
modes 1,
1,2,
and3.
3.
document.
unavailability time for the HCVS
HGVS shall
sha/l not
cause assessment
If the unavailability time exceeds 30 days, the TRM shall
shal/ direct
direct licensees to
to perform
perform aa cause
and take the necessary actions to restore HCVS
HGVS availability
availability in
in a timely
timely manner,
manner, consistent
consistent with
with plant
plant
procedures and
and prevent
prevent future
future unavailability
unavailability for
for similar
similar causes.
causes.

Response (ref. ISG Item 3.1):
3.1 ):
Procedures will
be established for system operations
Procedures
will be
operations when
when normal
normal and
andbackup
backuppower
powerisisavailable,
available,
and during prolonged SBO
8BO conditions.
conditions.

and implemented
the plant's
plant's process
process for
The HCVS
HCV8 procedures
will be developed
developed and
implemented following
following the
for
procedures will
initiatingor
orrevising
revising procedures
procedures and
initiating
and will
will contain
contain the
the following
following details:
details:
of the
the HCVS
appropriate conditions
conditions and
for use
use of
•• appropriate
and criteria
criteria for
HCV8
in operation,
operation,
• when and how
how to place
place the
the HCVS
HCV8 in
the location
of system
system components,
•• the
location of
components,
instrumentation available,
available,
•• instrumentation
• normal and backup power supplies,
-06), including
directions for
for sustained
sustained operation
operation(reference
(reference NEI 12
• directions
12-06),
including the storage
location
location of
of portable equipment,
training on
on operating
operating the
the portable
•• training
portable equipment,
equipment, and
and
testing of
•• testing
of portable
portable equipment
equipment
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LaSalle does
doesnot
notcredit
creditCAP
CAPfor
for ECCS
ECCSpump
pumpNPSH
NPSHduring
duringaaDBLOCA.
DBLOCA. Nevertheless,
Nevertheless,the
the
procedures
procedureswill
will emphasize
emphasize the
theneed
needfor
forimmediate
immediateisolation
isolationififthe
theHCVS
HCVS isis inadvertently
inadvertently opened.
opened.
LaSalle County Station
Station will
will establish provisions
provisions for
for out-of-service requirements
requirementsof
ofthe
theHCVS
HCVSand
and
compensatory
compensatorymeasures.
measures.The
Thefollowing
followingprovisions
provisionswill
will be
be documented
documentedininthe
theTechnical
Technical
RequirementsManual
Manual (TRM)
(TRM) document:
document:
Requirements
time for
forthe
the HCVS
HCVSshall
shallnot
notexceed
exceed 30 days during
1, 2,
2,
unavailability time
during modes
modes 1,
• The allowed unavailability
3.
and 3.
the unavailability
unavailabilitytime
time exceeds
exceeds 30
If the
30 days
days
• If
be entered
entered into
into the
the corrective
corrective action
action system,
system,
o The condition will be
o The HCVS
HCVS availability
availability will
willbe
berestored
restored in
in aa manner
manner consistent
consistentwith
with plant
plant
procedures,
procedures,
cause assessment
will
future
unavailability
assessment
willbebeperformed
performedtotoprevent
prevent
future
unavailabilityfor
forsimilar
similar
o A cause
causes.
EA-12-0S0 3.2
3.2 Requirement:
Requirement:
Order EA-12-050
Licensee
Licensee shall
shall train
train appropriate
appropriate personnel
personnelininthe
theuse
useofofthe
theHCVS.
HCVS.The
Thetraining
trainingcurricula
curricula shall
include system operations
powerisisavailable,
available, and
andduring
duringSBO
sao
operations when
when normal
normal and
andbackup
backuppower
conditions.
ISG 3.2 Criteria:

All
All personnel
personnel expected
expected to
to operate
operate the
the HVCS
HVCS shall
shall receive
receive training
training in
in the
the use
use of plant procedures developed
for system operations when normal and
and backup power
power is
is available, and
and during
during SBO
sao conditions
conditions consistent
consistent
with the plants systematic approach to
to training.
training. The
The training
training shall
shall be
be refreshed
refreshed on
on aa periodic
periodic basis
basis and
and as
any changes occur
occur to the
the HCVS.

Response (ref. ISG
ISG Item
Item 3.2):
3.2):
Training materials will
be developed
Training
will be
developed for
for the
thestaff
staffinvolved
involved in
in operating
operatingthe
theHCVS
HCVSininall
allmodes
modesofof
HCVS operation.
operation. For
HCVS
For accredited
accreditedtraining
trainingprograms,
programs,the
theSystematic
SystematicApproach
ApproachtotoTraining
Training(SAT)
(SAT)
will
be used
used to
to determine
determine training
training needs.
needs. Assignments
will be
Assignments to
to personnel
personnelresponsible
responsiblefor
for
implementing the SAT process
implementing
process atatLaSalle
LaSallewill
will include
include direction
direction to ensure
ensurecompliance
compliancewith
with
training requirements
requirements of
training
of NRC
NRC Order
Order EA-12-50
EA-12-S0 Requirement
Requirement3.2
3.2and
andISG
ISGCriteria
Criteria3.2.
3.2.
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Section 6: Implementation
Implementation Schedule
Schedule Milestones
Milestones
The following
milestoneschedule
schedule isis provided.
provided. The
The dates
dates are
following milestone
are planning
planning dates
datessubject
subjectto
tochange
change
as
as design
designand
andimplementation
implementationdetails
detailsare
aredeveloped.
developed.Any
Anychanges
changestotothe
thefollowing
followingtarget
targetdates
dates
month status
status reports.
reports.
will be
will
be reflected
reflected inin the
the subsequent
subsequent 66 month
Original Target Date
Date
Original

Activity

Status

Oct. 2012

Conceptual design
design meeting
meeting

Complete

Oct. 2012

Submit 60 Day Status
Status Report
Report

Complete

Feb. 2013

Submit Overall Integrated
Integrated
Implementation Plan
Plan

Completed with this
submittal
submittal

Aug. 2013

Submit 6 Month Status Report
Report

Feb. 2014

Submit 6 Month Status Report

March 2014

U2
Design Change
Change Package Issued
U2 Design
Issued

Aug.2014

U2 Design Major Material
Material On-site
On-site'

Aug. 2014

Submit 6 Month Status Report

Aug. 2014

Procedure
Procedure Changes
Changesand
andTraining
Training
Material Complete
Complete

Feb. 2015

Submit 6 Month Status Report

L2R15 outage Spring 2015
2015

U2 Design Change Implemented
Implemented

L2R15
L2R15 outage Spring 2015

Procedure Changes
ChangesActive
Active

L2R15 outage Spring 2015
2015

U2 Demonstration/Functional Test prior
to rod withdrawal; Full
Full compliance.
compliance.

March 2015

U1
Design Change
Change Package Issued
U
1 Design
Issued

March 2015

U1 Design Major
U1
Major Material On-site
On-site'

Aug. 2015

Submit 6 Month Status Report
Report

Feb. 2016

Submit 6 Month Status Report

L
1R16
L1
R16 outage
outage Spring 2016

U1 Design Change Implemented
U1
Implemented

L
1RR16
16 outage
L1
outage Spring
Spring 2016

U1
U
1 Demonstration/Functional Test prior
to rod withdrawal; Full
Full compliance.
compliance.

May 2016

Submit Completion Report

Section
7: Changes/Updates
Changes/Updates to
to this
this Overall
Overall Integrated
Integrated Implementation
Implementation Plan
Plan
Section 7:

Added deSign
design details and
Added
and any
anysignificant
significant changes
changestotothis
thisplan
planwill
will be
be communicated
communicatedtotothe
theNRC
NRC
in
in the
the 66 month
month Status
Status Reports.

I1

Major Equipment
Equipment --Piping,
Major
Piping, valves
valves and
and components
componentsgreater
greaterthan
than3",
3",Instrumentation
Instrumentationpick-ups
pick-upsand
andindicators.
indicators.
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Plan
HCVS Overall
8: Figures/
Figures/Diagrams
Diagrams
Section 8:
IV.C. 1.
1. Reporting
Reporting Requirements:
Requirements:
ISG N.C.
with plant
structures is
is acceptable.
acceptable.
A piping
piping and
and instrumentation
instrumentation diagram
diagram or
or aa similar
similardiagram
diagramthat
thatshows
shows system
system components
components and
and interfaces with
plant systems
systems and
and structures

Conceptual one-line
one-linediagram
diagramfor
forthe
theHCVS
HCVSPiping
Piping(typical
(typicalfor
foreach
eachUnit)
Unit)
Conceptual

Motive air/gas

ToWWtoDW
To
WW toDW
Relief Line
Line
Vacuum Relief

Outside
Outside-Discharge
Discharge Point
Point
is above the top
top
of the Reactor
Reactor
Building

eIV (note
(note ifif the
the
Typical for each CIV
located at
at an
an accessible
accessible
SOV are located
location only one with manual
over-ride will be
be provided)
provided)
-------,
I

r-"\

NC,
NC, FCAOVs
FC AOVs

WW

NC,
FC
NC,FC

Reactor Building
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Conceptual one-line diagram for Dedicated N2IAir for the HCVS (typical for each Unit)

Reactor
Building
Wall
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To HCYS valve air operators
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Conceptual one-line
diagram for Dedicated
Dedicated DC
DC power
power for
for the
theHCVS
HCVS (typical
(typical for
for each
eachUnit)
Unit)
one-line diagram

AH

on HCVS
HCVS Panel
Panel
MCR means indication on

-

r

I

WETWELL
ISOLATION
VALVE
VALVE
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I
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Section
Table - HCVS
HCVSFailure
Failure Modes
Modes
Section 9:
9: Table

_The
summarizes the
the Integrated
Integrated Plan
Planresponse
responseto
to specific
specificHCVS
HCVSvalve
valvecircuit,
circuit,valve
valvepower
powerand
andvalve
valvemotive
motiveair
airISG
ISO
The following table summarizes
requirements for reliability
reliability and
and sustainability.
sustainability.
HCVS
Failure
Mode

CIV fails to
Vent (Open)
on demand
or fail
fail shut
after
opening

Potential Cause
Cause

How Addressed

Containment
Containment
Venting
Fails?

Valve
solenoid
Valve fails
fails to
to open
open due to aa solenoid
valve (SV)
(SV) failure

either redundant
redundant SVs
SVs or
or an
an
The design will include either
accessible SV.
SV. IfIf redundant SVs
SVs are used,
used, each
each
will have
runs. The
The
will
have separate
separate fusing and cable runs.
accessibleSV
SV would
would allow
allow manual over-ride
over-ride to
to
accessible
open.

No

Valve fails
fails to
to open
open due to aa loss
Valve
lossof
of power
power
to the SV(s)
SV(s)

The design will have aa dedicated
dedicated DC
DC power
power supply
supply
in
accessiblelocation
location sized
sizedfor
for24
24hours
hourswith
with
in an accessible
provisions
after 24
24 hours.
hours.
provisions for
for sustaining
sustaining the
the charge
charge after
The accessible
accessiblelocation
locationwould
wouldallow
allowcorrective
corrective
(e.g., battery
batterychange-out)
Change-out)ififrequired.
required.
actions (e.g.,

No

provided with
with an
dedicated
Valves are provided
an accessible
accessible dedicated
motive air supply which
24 hour
hour
which is sized for a 24
period with provisions for sustaining
sustaining the
themotive
motiveair
air

No

PCV fails to open on loss of power or
or
motive air

Same as CIV

No

PCV fails
fails to
to open
open on loss of
PCV
of aa PCV
PCV
control circuit component
component

The detailed design will
will provide
provide aa back-up
back-up
capability for
for opening.
opening. Under consideration are
are (a)
(a)
a hydraulic system with
an
with hand-pump, located at
at an
accessible location, to over-ride the
the spring-to-shut
spring-to-shut
function and (b)
(b) providing
providing an
an over-ride
over-ride circuit
circuit that
that
will bypass the control circuit and
and provide
provide motive
motive
air to PCV air-operator
air-oPE3(~t()r

No

Valves fail
loss of
of
fail to
to open
open due to loss
pneumatic air
air supply

PCV fails to
Vent (Open)
on demand
fail shut
shut
or fail
after
opening

pressure after 24 hours using portable
portable air
air
compressors and/or re
lace gas
replace
!:lasbottles.
bottles.
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HCVS
Failure
Mode

Potential Cause

How Addressed

Containment
Venting
Fails?

Fail to stop
venting
(Close) on
demand

Not credible as there is not a common
mode failure that would prevent the
closure of at least 11 of
of the
the 33 valves
valves
needed for venting.

N/A

No

Spurious
Opening

Not credible as key locked switch on
on both
both
CIV ' s and other
CIV's
other actions
actions require
require at
at least
least
three discrete steps to open
open the
the flow
flow path.
path.

N/A

No

CIV closure
due to
containment
isolation
signal

credible; the HCVS circuit does not
Not credible;
not
have containment isolation
isolation signal.
The
signal. The
valve control is
is simple open
open or
or shut.
shut.

N/A

No

- ----
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